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Transport phenomena occuring across parchment 
supported membranes have been thoroughly investigated by 
taking into account the following aspects, naeoly (i) ionic 
transport* (ii) membrane potential, (ill) electrical con-
ductivity, (iv) ionic dietribution equilibria and (v) spatial 
distribution of ions and the potential within the membrane. 
The work described in the thesis has been devided 
into following three parts. 
.fart 1 deals with the preparation of new eye tees 
of parchment supported cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes 
and the otudies of diffusion of a number of 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1 
type of electrolytes through thee. Various membrane para-
meters, namely, membrane potential I » cationic potential £+ 
and membrane resistance & etc. have been determined with the 
m 
electrolytes at different concentrations by electrometric 
method. The diffusion raten were computed using the recently 
developed equation by Klttleberger baued on the simple laws 
of electrolysis and uti l iz ing the derived membrane para-
meters. The diffusion rate sequence derived at 25 £ 0.1°C 
was as followsi I* > M&+ > LI* and %2* ) Ga2* > Ba2* > Al3*. 
The diffusion rate sequence of the aembranes for various uni, 
bl and trival©nt cations were found to be primarily dependent 
on the differences in the hydration energies of counter ions 
i i 
in the external solution. On the basis of iiisenffisn-^herry 
theory of membrane se lec t iv i ty th is diffusion rate sequence 
of a lka l i etetal cat lone point towards the weak field strength 
of the fixed charge groups on the membrane s s t r i x . 
Various membrane transport parameters at different 
temperatures were also evaluated and the energy of activation 
Aa for the diffusion of e lectrolytes were calculated, i t wa6 
found that the values of d for diffusion through the aeci-
branes were higher than thoss found for diffusion in free 
solut ion. 
The theory of absolute reaction rate*- vac applied 
for the diffusion process and the various activation para-
meters namely, enthalpy of activation All*, free energy of 
act ivation A F , and entropy of activation At,** were 
evaluated. The values of A&** were found to be negative 
indicating thereby that the diffusion takes place with par t ia l 
iKffiobillaation in the meabrane phase. The re la t ive par t i a l 
immobility was found to increase with increase in the valance 
of the ion consti tut ing the e lec t ro ly te . A formal relation* 
shi,; between A H ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ d r a t i o n and A s ^ ^ ^ of 
cations with the corresponding values of A i / f A r and A^r 
for diffusion was also found to exist for these membranes. 
i a r t I I dealt* with the characterization and 
evaluation of effective fixed charge density of cobalt» 
iii 
nickel sulphide and phosphate membranes from membrane poten-
tial measurements using various 1s 1 electrolytes at different 
conoentrations. The following methods for the evaluation of 
charge densities were utilizedJ (i) Teorell~l*eyer and Slevere 
method, (11) the methods developed by Kobatake and co-workers 
and (ill) the most recently developed method of Tasaka et al. 
based on the principle.1* of irreversible thermodynamice. 
the values of membrane potential measured acroea 
cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes with the use of the 
chlorides of K*
 f Wa* and Li* were all positive when the mem-
brane was used to separate dilute solutions of the electro* 
lytes (dilute solution side taken aa positive). This means 
that the membranes were cation .elective, and when the mem-
brane was used to separate concentrated solutions the values 
of is were negative, that is the membrane became anion 
selective, fhiu type of reversal in selectivity character 
is not peculier to these systems. In the case of cobalt 
and nickel sulphide membranes the membrane potential values 
were positive at all the electrolyte concentrations showing 
thereby that the membranes are cation selective, 
lor the evaluation of effective fixed charge 
density Seorell-Meyer and aievere (IMS) derived a theoreti-
cal equation for membrane potential when a charged membrane 
separates different concentrations of an electrolyte by 
considering a diffusion potential within the membrane and 
iV 
two in ter fac ia l potentials at the membrane solution inter -
faces . The &embrane potential equation thus derived has 
been generally accepted and widely used for the evaluation 
of e f f ec t ive fixed charge density and nob i l i ty ratio of the 
ions within the membranes by the p lot t ing method. i'he method 
gave quite uatlsfactory r e s u l t s , 
&>bataicet Ktorlakl and others derived an equation 
for membrane potent ia l on the fixed charge concept by u t i -
l i z i n g a number of basic aeeuiBptiona, fhe tvo Uni t ing fares 
of the equation were derived and used for the evaluation of 
fixed charge density of the cicrabranee. I t was interest ing 
to note tuat the theoret ica l predictions were borne out 
quite {satisfactorily by our experimental requite with a i l 
the four membranes ueed in the invest igat ion . 
Another equation for ntoabrane potential derived 
by &o bat axe and KKRO, sltailar to the fl'IS equation was ueed 
for the evaluation of thermodynaraically e f fec t ive fixed 
charge density of the membranes. This method involvee the 
use of apparent transference nussber of colons and uera-
ce l e c t i v i t y i'e of the membrane. In t h i s method pareiseleoti-
v l ty calculated froc apparent transference nuuber was plotted 
againet log (Cj*- Q^)/2y the concentration at which i>e becomes 
1/ /5
 0ave the value of the ther&sodynaffiically e f fect ive fixed 
charge density of the uenbrane. 
• 
Moat recently Tasaka, Sagasawa and co-workers 
derived another equation for membrane potential when a 
charged membrane separatee two solutions of an electrolyte 
based on the principles of the Irreversible thermodynamics. 
At sufficiently hi^h electrolyte concentratlone the equation 
reduces to a uuitable form which van used for the evaluation 
of effective fixed charge density of the membrane by the 
plotting method. 
The values of effective fixed charge densities 
evaluated from different methods gave identical values. The 
values were low In confirmlty with our results of diffusion 
rate studies. 
cart ill of the thesis describee the determination 
of selectivity of the membranes for ions of the electrolytes. 
Biionlc and &uItiionic potentials arising across parchment 
supported nickel ana cobalt phosphate and sulphide Eemhranes 
uein& various combinations of 1x1 electrolytes at different 
concentrations were measured, fhe intramembrane permeability 
ratio of cations were derived u&in*; the plotting method. 
Conductivity of asm brans* in contact with single electrolyte 
were also determined experimentally in order to evaluate 
selectivity of the membranes usinjg the predetermined values 
of the intramembrane permeability ratio, The equation for 
permeability ratio, selectivity constant and the ratio of 
the individual ionic mobilities, derived most recently by 
v i 
i>andbloa atid siUBm&n from the macroscopic laws of irrever-
s ib l e thermodynamics was used to calculate various &ec>brane 
parameters. Ine s e l e c t i v i t y sequence of the membranes were 
found at? K.+> Ka* ) l«i% which on the basis of the Kisemaan-
Cherry aodel of membrane s e l e c t i v i t y point towards the weak 
f i e l d strength of the charge groups attached to the membrane 
oatr ix . Perfect i&nnan exclusion of colons was realised in 
the di lute l i a l t of the external solution, 'three different 
methods baaed on variouo Integrated fores of Nernst-ilank 
flux equation were also uaed to derive the valuee of poten-
t i o a e t r i c s e l e c t i v i t y constant Kg* of the membranes. The 
values of KJJJ derived from the three different eethode were 
alffioet the same. 
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5 . SUf#iAKY 1-Tl 
G E N E R A L I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1 
Transport processes oocuring across artificial 
membranes separating different solutions have attracted 
toe attention of chemists, cheatcal engineers and biolo-
gists etc. Chemists mad chemical engineers would like 
to understand the mechanisms of transport so that with 
the knowledge so gained they would be able to fabrloate 
membranes of any desired property or properties. Biolo-
gists, however, would like to use then as simple models 
for the physiological membrane* in order to understand 
the behavior of complex oell membranes in terms of esta-
blished phyeicochemical principles. The recent progress 
pertaining to membrane diffusion and transport problems 
have been achieved in varying fields like Chemistry, Bio-
chemistry, Physiology9 Pharmacology, Biophysics, and 
Industrial Chemistry etc. in which the starting points and 
aims have been different* Surf see chemistry, Solution 
theory. Colloid chemistry, electrochemistry and thermodyna-
mics etc have been employed to understand the mechanism 
of transport in living oells, Desalination and Blsotrodios. 
There are several areas of membrane research which have 
potentially far-reaching consequences to medicine and 
chemical industry. Work in this field is contributing 
significantly to the economic prosperity and phyeioal well-
being of all mankind. 
The literature in book form describing membrane 
2 
technology and app 11 cat lone is far too extensive to mention. 
The principal volumes containing significant sections on, or 
totally devoted to membrane electrochemistry are by Clarke 
and Naohmansohn (1), Helfferioh (2), Spieglor (3,4), Marten 
(5), Marinaky (6), Stein (7), Cole (8), Lakshmlnarayanaiah 
(9 - H ) . Hope (12), Arndt and Eoper (13), Plonsey (14), 
Kotyk and Janaeek (15) and other*. Continueing serlea are 
edited by Bittar (16), Eieenaan (17), Banielli, Eosenberg 
and Cadenhead (18). Application of mem bran* electroche-
mistry to yield activity sensing electrodes are amply des-
cribed in books edited by Kisenman (19) and Durst (20). 
However, this field has produced such a variety of now 
measuring devices and has opened so many analytical possi-
bilities in terms of new analyses and new detection systems 
that it Is very likely that additional volumes will soon 
appear* Numerous recent volumes are concerned, in part, 
with membrane electrochemistry (21-29)* 
A precise and complete definition of the word 
"membrane" is difficult to make (30), and any complete 
definition given to cover all the facets of membrane be-
havior v i U be incomplete* According to Sollner (30,31) 
"A membrane la a phase or structure interposed between two 
phases or compartments which obstructs or completely pre-
vents gross mass movement between the latter, but permits 
passage, with various degrees of restriction, of one or 
3 
several species of particles from the one to the other or 
between the two adjacent phases or compartments, and which 
thereby acting a* a physloochsmlcal machine transforme with 
Tarioue degrees of efficiency according to its nature and 
composition of the two adjacent phases or compartments. In 
simple terms it is described as a phase, usually heteroge-
neous, acting as a barrier to the flow of molecular and 
ionic species present in the liquids and/or vapors contact-
ing the two surfaces (9). The term heterogeneous has been 
used to indicate the internal physical structure and exter-
nal physicochemical performance (30,32-34). From this 
point of view, most membranes in general, are to be consi-
dered heterogeneous, despite the fact that, conventionally, 
membranes prepared from coherent gels have been called 
homogeneous (36). 
The notion of homogeneous vs. heterogeneous membranes 
proves to be an important distinction from the point of view 
of mass transport. In the dilute solution limit, the fric-
tion coefficients for mass transport by diffusion or migra-
tion are interconvertible by Onsager reciprocal relations, 
and both can bs related to jump dietanceo and frequencies 
acoording to random walk models. As long as there are no 
preferred regions of low friction in the membrane, it is 
isotropic on a molecular level and is considered to be 
homogeneous. Uniformity of mesh on a molecular scale is 
4 
another vlev of homogeneity. Channel free solid and liquid 
membranes are usually homogeneous, and two phase membranes 
euch as solid crystallites Imbedded in a nonlonlo resin are 
clearly heterogeneous. The distinction, however, is not 
always essential (36)* 
Membranes may be solid, liquid or gas (37) and the 
outer phases are usually liquid or solid. Membranes are 
usually thin in one dimension relative to the other two 
dimensions. This property is only functional or operational. 
In order to achieve a measurable chemical change or electro-
chemical effect and to make chemical or electrochemical 
measurements on a membrane system in a reasonable time* some 
transport related property must be susoeptlble to temporal 
change. Thus, a change in potential, flux, or concentration 
(among many varying and measurable quantities) requires 
membrane thicknesses d such that d /2D is comparable vith 
the observation time (D is a mean diffusion coefficient). 
Although irregularly shaped membranes are conceivable, most 
theories and experiments are restricted to systems vith one-
dimensional or spherical symmetry such that transport occurs 
in one dimension, the z direction in parallel-face, planar 
membranes or along a radius in membranes vith spherical 
shape. 
Membranes are considered to be porous or nonporous 
depending upon the extent of solvent penetration (38). At 
0 
the nonporous extreme art membranes which art nonlonlo and 
oontain negligible transportable species at equilibrium. 
Ceramics, quart a, anthracene crystals, and teflon films 
between natal electrode* or electrolyte bathing solutions 
art solid membrane oxanples. Organlo liquid films such aa 
hydrocarbone and fluorooarbona in contact with aqueous 
electrolytes are liquid maabrane examples. At the othar 
extreme are poroua membranesv which oan be eolvated and will 
oontain components from tha outer phases. Among these are 
nonionic films such as cellophane, inorganic gals, and loose-
ly compressed powders in oontact with aqueous solutions* 
These materials absorb solvent from the surrounding media 
and may also extract othar neutral molecules and ionic salts• 
lj>T9 widely studied are the membranes of polyelectrolytes, 
aqueous immiscible organlo liquid electrolytes (2,9»11*59)» 
various parehment supported inorganic precipitates (40-54), 
solid ion conducting electrolytes including silver halldes, 
rare earth fluorides, and alkali silicate and alumino-oili-
eate glasses (19,20,55,96). All these materials oontain 
ionic or ioniaable groups within the membranes which are 
capable of transport under diffusive or electric field 
forces. In addition, these materials possess the property 
of porosity* i»olyeleotro2ytea tend to swell rapidly by 
osmotic pressure driven uptake of solvent. Liquid ion ex* 
changers are surprisingly slow to take up water, while the 
inorganic salts have no tendency to hydrate. Glass mem-
bran* e are complicated by simultaneous hydrolysis of the 
polyelectrolyte during uptake of water (57-59) • 
Depending on the dielectric constant and solvent 
penetration, sites are potentially, partially, or even 
completely Ionised. A characteristic of electrolyte mem-
branes is the presence of charged sites (2,60-62). If 
ionio groups axe fixed in a membrane ae -SO-*" and •COO* 
attached to cation exchange resins, the membrane is con-
sidered to possess fixed sites* even if protons or metal 
Ions are oovalently bonded to the sites. In glasses, the 
fixed sites are -Sio"* and rAl«Q~ groups, while in anion 
exchange resin membranes these are -N+. On the other hand 
liquid ionexchangers which are water immiscible such as 
dieatere of phosphoric acid, can be viewed ae mobile site 
membranes. The acid is trapped in the organic phase, while 
the protons and/or other cations can move in and out of the 
membrane, the phosphonate cannot. Membranes without ionia-
able groups contain no charge aites. It is important to 
know that cellulose triacetate, which is initially site 
free, soon develops negative sites by hydrolysis and oxi-
dation on exposure to aqueous solutions. 
The frequent use of "charged" and "uncharged" in 
the membrane literature is usually unsound electrootati-
7 
cally, but does provide an intuitive chemical description. 
for example, "charged" membrane usually refer to electro-
lyte membranes such as solid and liquid ion exchangers where 
the fixed and mobile sites are the "charges". Actually, 
these membranes are quaei-eleetroneutral in their bulk when 
the thickness is large compared with the Bebyo thicknesses 
at each interface. Quasi-electroneutrality means that in 
any volume element large compared with the distance between 
ions, the sum of ionic charges T Z ^ » 0. In the litera-
ture, "uncharged" membranes are those, like cellophane, with 
no fixed charges* This frequently used literature defini-
tion provides no place for lipid bilayer membranes, whioh 
are electrostatically neutral only in the absence of charge 
carriers and in the absence of bathing solution© whose salts 
possess prefrential solubility of anion over cation or vice 
versa, but are usually electrostatically charged by an excess 
of ions of one sign in normal operation. Thick hydrocarbon 
membranes and membranes of dlphenyl ether (or derivatives), 
phthalate, and sebaoate esters are generally neutral in the 
presence of most bathing electrolytes, but may be charged 
electrostatically, depending on thickness, in the presence 
of neutral carrier species which prefrentially soluhlllse 
ions of ons alga. The use of "charged" and "uncharged" to 
describe electrolyte or non-electrolyte membranes has been 
dlsoouraged unless the precise electrostatic connotation is 
involved (36). 
s 
Membranes may bs broadly classified Into natural and 
artificial. Natural membranes are classified to possess a 
fundamental unit membrane structure which is abimolecrular 
leaflet of lipid with their polar groups oriented towards 
the two aquaous phases of the cell. and protein ie supposed 
to exist oloee to the polar heads of the leaflet* This type 
of the universal structure la abaent in artificial mem-
branes. JBiseamaa at al. (63) have given a claesification 
of these membranes baaed on their structures. 
Unlike the classification baaed on membrane struc-
ture, membranes are usually classified either on the baala 
of their nature, i.e., coherent gal or otherwise, or on the 
nature of the oheaioal reaction involved in their formation, 
i.e., addition or condensation reaction. The efforts of 
various workers have been directed towardst (a) preparing 
membranes with good oheaioal and mechanical stability and 
favourable electrical performance suitable for fundamental 
transport studies and for applications in some industrial 
operations such as the treatment of brakiah water, saline 
water conversion, etc., (B) building suitable models to 
mimic the properties of natural membranes, and (C) pros-
pering composite membranes containing cationio and anionic 
groups in suitable arrangement to demonstrate and to study 
the phyaiooehemieal phenomena associated with the recti-
fication of alternating current and other special membranes 
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for apacific purposes. It is worthwhile to mention that 
moet of the work concerning category (a) seems to be direct-
ed towards finding suitable membrane materials for fabri-
cating a structure for effective desalting sea water by 
application of pressure. The most commonly used material 
for easting a membrane for desalination is cellulose acetate 
although, polymethaerylie acid (PMA), phenolsulfonle acid 
USA), polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSSA) and cellulose esters 
hare proved very useful (64). A number of Investigators in 
reoent years have prepared membranes from oelluloee acetate 
under varying conditions and used them to understand the 
mechanism of water flow (3»4»5,65-79). In oatagory (B) 
bllayer membranes, first generated by Mueller (80), have 
most widely been used as model for living eells and the 
studies have given somewhat a better understanding of the 
structure and function of the natural membranes. The mem-
branes of oatagory (C) are quite numerous (10,36,61-83)• 
Theories on the transport of charged or uncharged 
particles across membranes oan be roughly divided according 
to iichlogl (&4) into the following groups. 
Group one cone id era the membrane as a surface of 
discontinuity setting up different resistances to the passa-
ges of the various molecular or ionic species (d5,t»6). The 
driving forces are the differences of the general chemical 
10 
potential betwesn the two outer media (Differences of pre-
ssure or electrleal chcalcal potential are lnolndsd la ths 
general chemical potential), 
Uroup two coneidere the membrane as a quaslhomogen-
eous intermediate phase of finite thickness in which the 
local gradients of the general chemical potential act as 
driving forces (60,61,87-93). Convection nay also contri-
bute to particle transport within the membrane. 
Group torso considers the membrane as a series of 
potential energy barriers lying one behind the other, thus 
forming, In contrast to group two, an inhomogeneous inter-
mediate phase (94-96). An (irregular) spatial lattice Is 
formed due to the highsr probability of finding a particle 
la the positions between the activation thresholds. The 
driving forces arise from the differences between the 
transition probabilities In opposite directions perpendl-
Shis grouping attempts to classify the various 
mathematical approaches, according to the ideal models on 
which they are baaed. It is In fact too schematic, as 
many theories occupy intermediate positions* Ho author 
Is likely to take the view that one of these treatments 
Is right and the others wrong. The various descriptions 
supplement each other, and depending on the system under 
11 
consideration, on* of the three will prow the most suit-
able. It Bay bo shown, tor example, that when the number 
of activation thresholds becomes very largo, and the dls-
tone* between the lattice points sufficiently email, then 
groups 3 and 2 merge into each other. A transition is also 
found between group 1 and 2 (84)* 
Unlike group 3, groups 1 and 2 oaa bo classified in 
the general scheme of irreversible thermodynamics. In 
group 1 ae well as in group 2, linear relationships are 
assumed between the particle fluxes and the driving forces. 
Owing to too differing characters of the driving forces, 
group 1 is troatod according to the method of "discontinuous 
systems", and group 2 according to that of "continuous 
systems". An integration in group 2 across the membrane 
doss not ae a rule yield a linear relatione hip between the 
flux and the general chemical potential differences. Only 
for sufficiently small differences does group 2 merge into 
group 1 after integration* In this sense group 2 is mors 
general than group 1. Group 2 is, however, inferior to 
group 1 in that a number of idealisations must be assumed 
before an explicit integration oan be affected. Kirkwood 
(97) finds a correction between group 1 and 2. His initial 
flux equation differs from that normally used in the treat-
ment of "continuous systems" in irreversible thermodynamics. 
This treatment of iUrkwood has been developed and modified 
12 
by Sehlogl* On a broad basis. It may be said that the 
theories of group 1 are based on the ideas of classical 
themodynamics or quaai-thermodynataios whloh Is restricted 
to isothermal ayeterns. The theories of group 2, apart from 
being more regorous and rea l i s t io allow a better description 
and understanding of transport phenomena in membranes and 
are useful in dealing with non-isothermal systems* The 
theories of group 3 provide a general and unified view 
applicable to systems of differing degrees of complexity. 
Many of the theories based on the Hernet-tflank flux equation 
are placed in the f irst group whereas those dealing with the 
principles of irreversible thermodynamics and the theory of 
absolute reaction rates are placed in the 2nd and 3rd groups 
respectively. 
The theories of the f irst group have the advantage 
of being relatively simple. For ion-exchange membranes, 
however, they are often Inadequate, These theories deal 
chiefly with processes ooouring within the membrane. For 
such a purpose the theories of the second group are proper 
choice. 
The most important theories of the second group are 
based either on quae 1-thermodynamics or on thermodynamics 
of irreversible pro ceases. The fundamental difference 
between these two approaches are summarised below. 
13 
guasi-thermodynamioB i s not Interested in partiole 
fluxes. One might say that the quaai-thermodynamic approach 
consists la taking a snapshot of the system and calculating 
the emf from the charges which a reversible electrio current 
would produce in the system i f i t vere "frosen" in the state 
in which the photographic picture was taken* This procedure 
gives directly the emf of the ce l l . Mo model i s needed* 
Taking the snapshot, however, i s often not as simple as i t 
say seen* A rigorous treatment would require the knowledge 
of the composition of every differential layer of the diff-
usion none ( i . e . , the concentration profiles of a l l species). 
Slnee obtaining this information experimentally i s usually 
too lengthy a task or even quite impossible, the quasi-ther-
modynamic treatment i s forced to sake assumption about the 
condition of the systen* 
She thermodynamics of irreversible processes (96) 
in contrast to quasi-thermodynamics, does not require 
prior knowledge of the concentration profiles* The set 
of equations of thermodynamics of Irreversible processes 
interrelates a l l oocuring "fluxes" (of species electric 
current, heat etc . ) and "driving forces" (gradients of 
chemical potential, e lectric potential, temperature tto#)# 
from measurements of a sufficient number of "phenofflejaologi-
cal coefficients", a l l fluxes and forces and hence also the 
emf can be calculated, without knowledge of the profiles 
1 4 
and without using the concept of "reversible energy produe-
tlon" on which quaei-thermodymamlos is based. Furthermore, 
thermodynamics of irreversible processes Is applicable also 
to nonisothermal systems and includes coupling of fluxes 
which is not covered by quaei-themodynamics. It may be 
mentioned here that the discipline of irreversible thermo-
dynamics provides a precise mathematical description of 
the processes of transport and diffusion in membrane sys-
tems. Its application to membrane processes is a natural 
development of the basic theory of One age r (99) and has 
been developed by Staverman (86), Kedem (100), katohalsky 
(96), Caplan (101), Hears (102), Spiegler (3,4). itastogi 
(103), and others in an extensive and expanding literature. 
The theory of absolute reaction rate has been applied 
to diffusion processes in membranes by several investigators 
iivolinski, By ring and itseee (96) considered the diffusion 
process as one of toe basic phenomena for sustaining the 
growth and development of plants and organism. They pre-
sented a detailed kinetic approach to diffusion which 
clarifies much established concepts and provide impetus 
to a fresh approach to the problems in the field of bio-
logical diffusion. She absolute reaction rates theory 
treatment of diffusion and membrane permeability provides 
a general unified point of view applicable to systems of 
varying degrees of complexity. It is equally adoptable to 
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the treatment of the permeabilities of membranes to elec-
trolytes , to nonelectrolytee under the driving forces of 
a concentration gradient* activity gradient, and external 
and Internal potential gradients, Zvolinaki, gyring and 
Eccsc (96) treatise on membrane diffusion i s based on the 
"activated state" or the "transition atate" theory. 
Laidler and Shuler (9$) have also treated the 
kinetics of membrane transport under steady stats condi-
t ions. They employ similar principles and express the 
rats constant of the over a l l process of eurfaoe penetration 
in terms of a number of specific rats constants. Various 
special cases are considered and discussed with reference 
to the experimental data* They developed flux equations 
for solvent and solute especially as a function of the 
osmotic and hydrostatio pressures across the membrane. 
Recently, Tien and Ting (104) have applied the theory of 
absolute reaction rates to diffusion processes through 
Bilayer Lipid Membranes (B1H) and have derived various 
thermodynamic quantities l ike free energy of activation, 
enthalpy of activation and entropy of activation etc . 
Application of electrochemietry in membrane studies 
i s pertinent at three levels (36)* Ons i s the development 
of techniques with application to experimental phenomeno-
logy including current-voltage-time-concentration behavior* 
IS 
A second ie the mathematical modeling implied by experiment 
and tested against experiment. The third level i s experi-
mental verification of models in terme of the molecular 
proceeeee and properties and includes determination of 
theoretical parameters by electrical methods and by comple-
mentary nonelectrochemical methods: physical, optioal, eer, 
nmr, Kaman, fluorescence, T-Jump techniques, e t c Prom 
transient and steady stats measurement of current or mem-
brane potential as a function of chemical composition, 
chemical treatment, and temperature, the roles of kinetic 
and equilibrium parameter6 can be deduced or inferred* A 
possible approach to modeling begins with the assumption 
of the membrane as a linear system to which lavs of network 
theory may be applied. Another begins by solution of basic 
electrodiffusion lavs of transport with equilibrium or 
kinetic boundary conditions in order to dsduos forms for 
system functions which satisfy the data, 
The most important contribution of electrochemiste 
to membrane electrochemistry i s the transfer of perspective 
and wisdom to the new area. There are many sins qua nons 
in electrochemistry which have occurred through extensive 
studios of electrolytes and electrolyte/membrane interfaces. 
Electro chemist e have learned to subdivide systems into 
interfacial and bulk processes and to expect effects of 
dielectric constant (complex formation, ion pairing), 
1? 
effects of short-range forces (adsorption of charged and 
uncharged species with, possibly, changes in rate3 of Inter-
facial processes), offacta of high field* near surfaces 
(Vien Effect, and dielectric saturation, for example), and 
the important effect of local potentials on rates of inter-
faoial proceeata (irreversible charge transfers, pei effects, 
etc.). Inasmuch as the presence of the space charge at 
interfaces is a natural consequence of the continuity of 
potential from one phase to another, the presence of spaos 
charge and spaoe charge mediated effects in membrane systems 
is anticipated. 
In this thesis studies of transport properties of 
parchment supported inorganic precipitate membranes vhen 
the/ are used to separate various aqueous electrolyte eola-
tions ore reported. The membrane electrolyte system has 
been considered to contain four chemical species, counterion 
1, colon 2, water 3 and fourth the membrane matrix which 
carries fixed lonogenie groups and exoludes the possibility 
of ohemioal reaction within the membrane. The membrane 
matrix has, therefore, been considered to consist of fixed 
charge and adjacent polymer segments which together consti-
tute the repeat unit of the matrix. It is, therefore, 
possible that kinetic coupling Interaction of membrane 
matrix will include not only the contribution of fixed 
charge, but also specific polymer effoots if such exist. 
IS 
Tills is an Important qualification to the description of 
the species four as simply as ion, although It appears from 
earlier studies that such effects are snail (105*107). 
The discussion has mainly been restricted to comment-
ing on only a few points concerning the following ionic pro-
cesses In the membrane systems, "permeability phenomena". 
1. Ionic transport "flux" 
2* Membrane potential 
3. Electrical conductivity 
4. Zonlo distribution equilibria 
5. Spatial distribution of Ions and the potential vithln 
the membrane. 
The thesis has been presented under the following 
headsi 
1. Diffusion of electrolytesi 
This portion deals with the evaluation of diffusion 
rates of a number of 111» 2i 1 and 3i 1 electrolytes through 
parchment supported cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes 
at different temperatures. Diffusion coefficient and 
various thermodynamic parameters have been calculated in 
order to understand the mechanism of ion permeation through 
the membranes. 
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2, Membrane charge danaityi 
This portion dealB vi ta the measuremente of membrane 
potential aorosa parchment eupported cobalt, niokel phoe-
phate and eulphide maaferas** using various fit electrolyte* 
at different concentrations and under isothermal condition 
for the evaluation of theraodynami oal ly effective fixed 
charge density of the membranes ae ve i l aa to examine the 
validity of the recently developed theories for membrane 
potential including thoee based on the thermodynaaioe of 
irrevereible proeeeaeo. 
3. Membrane eoloctivityt 
Thia portion deal* vita the evaluation of eelectivity 
of cobalt, nickel phosphate and eulphide membrane* toward! 
simple ions from biionio and multiionio potential measure-
ment* uaiag varloua 1t1 electrolyte*. 
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I H T R Q D U C T I O M 
When two electrolytio solutions having different 
concentrations are separated by a membrane, the mobile 
species penetrate the membrane and various transport pheno-
mena are induoed into the system. The number of forces 
that may normally operate l a the absenoe of external mag-
netic and gravitational forces to cause a flow or flux of 
molecular or ionic species through i t arei (1) difference 
of chemical potential A / / , (11) difference of electrio 
potential AB, ( i l l ) differenoe of pros sure AP, and (iv) 
difference of temperature A 7. These forces when operate 
individually or in combination may generate a number of 
phenomena (1-4) . These are schematically represented in 
a recent book by Lakshminarayanaiah (5a). A prerequisite 
for the BUOOSBB of many operations indicated la the figure 
i s the availabil ity of the suitable membrane system. There-
fore, considerable attention has been given la recent years 
to the development of membranes with particular and pre-
determined epeoifio properties. A variety of oompounds 
and associated processes that have bean employed to prepare 
them and the Important literature oonoerning transport 
phenomena are desorlbed in a number of books (6-10). A 
theoretioal discuseion of many of the transport phenomena 
has boon given in a monograph by Sohlogl (11) and also 
appeared in the proceedings published in reoent years (12-16). 
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Transport processes occurring across membranes art 
of groat Interest for biologists , who use them aa staple 
models for physiological membranes In order to understand 
the behavior of complex c e l l membranes In terms of esta-
blished phyaicochemical principles. It was demonstrated 
by Teorell (17) that the gastric mucosal membrane, in some 
formal aspects at l east , behaved exactly Ilk* parchment 
membrane. His further findings, that electrolytic trans-
port processes in stomach could be handled by sons thing 
similar to kick's diffusion lav and that Nernst-Planck for-
mulae for e lectr ical potential vers applicable, has encoura-
ged us to proceed further with the studios of parchment 
supported membranes (18*26) as model for biological systems. 
In th is chapter, the diffusion rats studies of 
simple metal ions through parchment supported niokel and 
cobalt phosphate membranes under isothermal conditions are 
described. The diffusion rate of the ions have been com-
puted using a simple ce l l assembly shown in Fig. 1.1. The 
advantage of the method i s that various membrane parameters 
namely, membrane resistance Hm, membrane potential BB and 
the computed diffusion rate could be known within two-three 
minutes. The method i s based on an equation derived by 
W.V. Uttelberger (34) from the simple lavs of electrolysis . 
The results have been discussed in the l ight of Blsenman-
t>2 
Sherry model of membrane selectivity (27-29) and the theory 
of absolute reaction rates (50-32). 
E X P B f t l M E S T A L 
Parchment supported oobalt and nickel phosphate mem-
branes were prepared by the method of interaction suggested 
by Beg, Siddiqi and coworkers (19»20). To precipitate 
these substances in the interstioee of parchment paper, a 
0.2W solution of sodium tri-ort ho phosphate vas placed inside 
a glass tube, to one end of which was tied the parchment 
paper (supplied by M/s Baird and Tat lock London Ltd.) pre-
viously soaked in water* The tube was suspended for 12 
hours in a 0.2M solution of either cobalt(II) or niekel(IZ) 
chloride. The two solutions were interchanged later and 
kspt for another 72 hours* The membranes thus prepared 
were washed with deloaised water to remove free electro-
lytes. i t was then clamped between two half cells as shown 
in Fig. 1.1* The half cells contained 12$ ml. of electro-
lyte solution while the capacity of each of the cell holding 
the membrane was about 130 ml. Initially thsee concentra-
tions c« and C2 were 0.00114 and 0.11U Bach of the half 
cel l was flttsd with a conductivity cel l ( x* and
 A ) 
firmly fixed to follow concentration changes using conducti-
vity bridge (Cambridge Instrument Co. England So. 350140) 
8 
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and two anion reversible Ag-AgCl electrodes - one a disc 
type (Dj, D2) to pass a email d.c. currant and another 
J-ahaped wire electrode (J t > Jg) to measure membrane poten-
t i a l following ourrent flow. The eolutione in both the 
half cal ls were kept vai l stirred by magnetic st irrers. 
She whole ce l l assembly was immeraed in a water thermoBtat 
maintained at 10°Cf 15°C» 20°Cf and 25®C (+ 0.1°C)« 
Exactly known weights or volumes of two teat solu-
tions ware introduced (aay at aero time), and the platinised 
platinum electrodes vera connected to the conductance bridges 
to follow conductance change with t ins . Ho appreciable 
change in conductance was noted within the 4 hr period on 
the Cg «ide (O.ltt) and so we have aaaumed this concentration 
to be practically constant and followed only the conductance 
change on the Cj aide. The exact concentration of this 
solution was determined from a calibration curve where con-
ductance was plotted againat concentration. Another eat 
of calibration carves were also needed to obtain concentra-
tion potential ££ from the plots of emf against log fc, 
according to the aquation 
«$ - &f/2+F In fo (1.1) 
using a pair of saturated aolomel and Ag-AgCl electrodes 
in the tes t solutions on either aids of the membrane. For 
a l l the electrolytes under investigation 1$ was taken aa 
the difference between emf value of the dilute and the con-
centrated solutions. 
Membrane resistance was determined by measuring 
potential across Jj and J2 electrodes with and without 
applying an external emf to the dloe electrodes. The ohange 
in potential was taken as ia^. The current I passed through 
til* membrane system was determined by measuring IE drop 
aoroae a precision Kilo-ohm resistor. Too current was kept 
very low la order to minimise the ion transfer during the 
period (2-3 min.) required for each resistance measurements. 
The direotion of current flow was reversed la each sucoees-
ire measurements. 
Membrane potentials were evaluated from the e lectr i -
cal potential developed across J1 aad J2 electrodes when no 
current was being pas Bed. The tota l potential BQte deve-
loped across J-shaped Ag/AgCl electrodes (J1 aad J2) i s the 
algebraio sum of electrode potential Bg aad membrane poten-
t i a l £B . By was oaloulated by the equation 
1- - Ml/ijln a2 /a1 (1.2) 
aad Mm was obtained by subtraction. 
The thlofcaess of the membranes were as followsi 
1* Cobalt phosphate membrane • 0*025 on 
2* fiiokel phosphate membrane » 0.026 on 
1 
TABM; 1.1 
VALUi& Of ^A&AMTi&B fOU TME DIFFUSION OF HC1 (0.1M/0.001M) 
XM&QU0M G9MAMT i*EQSi*MATJB MgMBtiAJil AT 10 + 0 .1°C 
Tin* C o n c . i C , ) I 0 b 8 1$ B m E m d^/dt x 107 
(nr) (M) x 104 C»T) (m?) (mV) (ohm) (mi l l inol /B) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
11.5 
12.0 
12.5 
14.0 
15.0 
18.0 
20.0 
49.1 
49.1 
4a. 6 
48,1 
47.2 
46.5 
46.0 
46.0 
75.0 
74.0 
72.9 
71.6 
70.2 
69.0 
68.0 
67.0 
-55 .6 
-55 .0 
-54 .4 
-53 .8 
-51 .9 
-50 .9 
-48 .0 
-44 .0 
666.6 
666.6 
659.0 
640.0 
610.0 
568.0 
525.0 
500.0 
0.68 
0.70 
0.85 
0.90 
0.93 
0.97 
1.05 
1.10 
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
?id« F igs . 1.2, 1.3 and 1*4 
TABU 1.2 
vkwm OF xmjmTm® FOK THE mmmiom OF KCI (O.IM/O.OOIK) 
THEOU0H COBALT l»H08i>MATI IfSMBttAO AT 15 £ 0 .1 °C 
TXm Cone.CCj) MQbB B% j ^ Effi dft/dt x 107 
( h r ) ( h ) x 1 0 4 (aV) (mV) (m?) (ohm) ( m l l l i m o l / s ) 
0 .5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11 .0 
12.0 
13.5 
14.0 
16.0 
18.0 
19.0 
20.0 
45.5 
45.0 
44.6 
44.4 
44.1 
44.0 
43.7 
43.5 
96.5 
95.2 
94.0 
92.8 
91.2 
89.5 
88.5 
87.5 
-60.1 
-59 .8 
-56 .8 
—55.6 
-52 .9 
-50 .0 
-49 .7 
-48 .8 
571.4 
563.4 
535.7 
520.0 
520.0 
476.0 
442.3 
440.0 
3.6 
3.5 
3.7 
3.9 
4.4 
4.9 
5.0 
5.2 
Vide F igs . 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 
0 ft 
TABLE 1.3 
?ALUJ4> OF PAAAMETI&S FQH THE DIFFUSION Of &C1 (0.1M/0.001M) 
TH&OUgH COBALT PHOSPHATE ftBHMAJJB AT 20 ± 0 .1 °C 
Timo 00110.(0,) UohB JS$ ^ &B di</dt x 10 7 
(tar) (ft) x t o 4 (»? ) (ft?) ( a? ) (ohs) ( i a l l l i j ao l /8 ) 
0.9 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
10.5 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 
14.5 
15.0 
17.0 
19.0 
42.0 
41.8 
41.5 
41.0 
40.7 
40.3 
40.1 
40.0 
98.8 
97.5 
96.0 
95.5 
94.7 
93.3 
91.8 
90.5 
-67 .6 
-66.6 
-65 .2 
-64.0 
-61.4 
-59 .7 
-58 .9 
-56.8 
377.7 
356.0 
355.0 
333.0 
329.5 
307.0 
287.0 
284.0 
4.1 
4.3 
4.4 
5.2 
5.4 
5.7 
6.0 
6.0 
Vide f i g s . 1 .2 , 1.3 and 1.4 
TABLE 1.4 
VALU^ OF i»A*U&HT£ttB FQit THE DIFFIBXOM OF KC1 (0.1H/0.001K) 
TK&OUCE CuBALT PHOSPHATE MHBtiAiiE AT 25 ± 0 .1 °C 
Tint 00110.(0,) K0 | J S S S \ ^ d Q / d t * 1 ° 7 
( h r ) (ft) x 10 4 ( a ? ) (»?) (ft?) (ohm) ( m i l l i m o l / o ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
12.0 
12.5 
13.0 
14.0 
15.0 
17.0 
18.5 
20.0 
40.10 
40.00 
39.70 
39.30 
39.00 
38.70 
38.65 
38.50 
99.5 
98.0 
96.2 
95.0 
94.0 
93.5 
92.2 
91.0 
-68.60 
-67.70 
-66.70 
-64.70 
-64.30 
-61.00 
-58.05 
-55.90 
283.4 
268.0 
260.0 
241.0 
243.0 
225.6 
219.0 
215.0 
4.31 
4.80 
4.70 
4.96 
4.98 
6.01 
6.80 
6.81 
Vide F i g s . 1 .2 , 1.3 and 1.4 
/ 2 3 < 5 
Tim e ( h ) 
PLOTS Or MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E m ( mV) AGAINST 
TIME i h ) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
CQ3\LT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING KCI ELECTROLYTE 
700 
5 
•c 
o 
8 
Q: 
O 
c 
o 
0, 
ct 
c 
o 
FIC.1.3 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE Rm (ohm)ACA(NST TIME(h 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING KCI ELECTROLYTE 
d 
>5"C 
20C 
I5°C 
- A A- -A A-
A A - A - 10 C 
0 I 2 3 A 5 
Time ( h ) 
PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE dQ/dt ( m M/S ) AGAINST TIME (h) 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING KCt ELECTROLYTE 
? 
IABJUB 1.5 
VJLLUJS* OF J>A*AJii£Tfi«S FOH THE DIFFUSION OF KaCl (O.lM/O.OOUi) 
1'iiKOUUii COBALT PHOSPHATE kEHMAME AT 10 £ 0,1 °C 
Timo C o n e . U , ) I o b 0 B $ *fc ** d Q ^ d t * 1 ° 7 
(hr) (fc) x 10 4 (mV) (aV) (mV) (ohm) (mUl imo l / e ) 
0 .5 
1.0 
1.5 
2 .0 
2.5 
3 .0 
3.5 
4 .0 
12.0 
13.5 
14.0 
16.0 
18.0 
18.5 
19.5 
21.0 
19.5 
19.0 
16 .7 
18.4 
18.0 
17.7 
17.5 
17.4 
86 .0 
84 .6 
83 .4 
82 .0 
80 .7 
79 .3 
78 .0 
77 .0 
- 8 3 . 0 
- 8 1 . 2 
- 8 0 . 4 
- 7 7 . 6 
- 7 6 . 0 
- 7 4 . 7 
- 7 3 . 8 
- 7 1 . 6 
850.0 
812.5 
787.5 
783.7 
723.6 
702.7 
648.6 
645.0 
0.37 
0.45 
0.58 
0.63 
0.67 
0.76 
0.85 
0.87 
Vide F iga . 1 . 5 . 1.6 and 1.7 
TABLE 1.6 
VAiiUiSb Oi ^AtfAMTiSHS FOR THE MfFUSlOfl OF KaCl (0.1M/0.001M) 
TMitOUGH COBALT i»HOSFHATE WiBHAlil AT 15 •, 0 .1 °C 
Tim* Conc.CC,) tiQbB g^ fi^ R^ d<*/dt x 107 
(hr) (M) x 10 4 (aV) (mV) (mV) (ohm) (ml l l lmo l /o ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2 .0 
2.5 
3 .0 
3.5 
4 .0 
12.0 
12.5 
13.5 
15.0 
16.5 
18.0 
19.0 
20.0 
17.3 
17.2 
17.0 
16.7 
16.5 
16.1 
15.7 
15.5 
90.0 
89 .0 
8 8 . 0 
87 .0 
86 .0 
8 4 . 8 
83 .5 
82 .3 
- 8 7 . 5 
—86.5 
- 8 5 . 0 
- 8 2 . 5 
- 8 0 . 4 
- 7 8 . 5 
- 7 7 . 7 
- 7 6 . 8 
766.6 
711.0 
700.0 
647.7 
628.0 
600.0 
577.6 
535.0 
0 .80 
0.82 
1.10 
1.10 
1.20 
1.40 
1.50 
1.70 
Vide Figa . 1 . 5 , 1.6 and 1.7 
0 0 
TABLE 1 . 7 
VALUES OF ^AtiAHBTiSiffi FQK TEE DIFFUSION OF KaCl (0 .1M/0.001M) 
TMOUaH COBALT FHOSJP&AT! KMMAHE AT 20 £ 0 . 1 °C 
Time C o n c . U j ) &Qha 1 $ &m &m d<i/dt x 107 
(hr) (M) x 10 4 (mV) (mV) (mV) (ohm) ( m i l l i m o l / e ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 
14.0 
15.0 
17.0 
18.0 
19.0 
15.1 
15.0 
14.5 
14.1 
14.0 
13.B 
13.5 
13.2 
96.0 
96.5 
95.2 
93.9 
92.3 
91.0 
90.0 
69.0 
-93.9 
-91.1 
-69.0 
-88.5 
-66 .9 
-64.6 
-83.3 
-61.9 
586.2 
561.4 
534.4 
500.0 
500.0 
463.6 
454.0 
418.1 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.2 
Tide F igo . 1 . 5 , 1.6 and 1.7 
TABLE 1.6 
VALUJS OF FAEAMT3&B WML TUiS DIFFUSION OF flaCl (0.1M/0.001H) 
TliftOUGH COBALT PHOSPHATE KSHBRAttB AT 25 • 0 .1 °C 
Tia« Conc.tC,) &QhB B$ S^ Effi dQ/dt x 1 0 7 
(hr) (M) x 10 4 (»T) ( B T ) (mV) (ohm) (mi lUjuol /e) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
12.0 
14.0 
15.0 
17.0 
20.0 
20.5 
21.0 
11.7 
11.3 
11.1 
11.0 
10.4 
10.2 
10.0 
9.8 
101.5 -98.5 
100.2 -96.5 
99.0 -93.3 
97.8 -91.6 
96.3 -88 .8 
95.2 -85.3 
94.0 -84.4 
93.0 -84.0 
540.0 
540.0 
500.0 
463.0 
444.4 
420.0 
400.0 
370.0 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.2 
2.3 
2.5 
Tide F i g s . 1.5* 1.6 and 1.7 
-100 
UJ 
c 
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c 
o 
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90 
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FlC /.5 P/.OTS 0F MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E m ( m V) AGAINST 
TIME ( h) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING NoCI 
ELECTROLYTE. 
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FIG. I 6 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE Rm (Ohm)AGAINST 7IME(h) 
A7 DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS C03ALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING NaCI ELECTROLYTE 
to 
a 
O 
C 
o 
• *» 
3 
25 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
2 3 
T ime ( h ) 
F fC 1.7 PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE dQ/dt ( mM/Sj AG AIN ST TIME (h) 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING NaC I ELEC TROLYTE 
39 
TABLis 1,9 
VALUES 02 VAtumTWS XQA TH£ DIFFUSION OF Li CI (0.1M/0.001H) 
THftQUQH COBALT PHPS-gHATI! MttBiiAflB AT 10 ± 0.1 °C 
Time Conc.lCj) fiQbg £$ JSm \ dq/dt x 107 
(hr) (it) x 104 (mV) (»T) (»T) (ohm) (ail l iaol/e) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
11.8 
13.5 
15.0 
16.0 
19.0 
20.0 
21.0 
15.9 
15.4 
15.0 
14.5 
14.0 
13.6 
13.2 
13.0 
90.0 
89.0 
88.0 
87.0 
86.0 
84.8 
63.5 
82.3 
-89.9 
—88.8 
-86.3 
-84.1 
-80 .0 
-79.3 
-78.6 
-77.1 
891.0 
881.0 
850.0 
821.0 
784.0 
780.0 
779.0 
770.0 
0.11 
0.21 
0.21 
0.37 
0.56 
0.70 
0.71 
0.75 
Tide figs. 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 
TABJ.E 1.10 
VAivm OF BMumtmi ma TEB DiFFUbios OF U C I (O.IM/O.OOIH) 
ThitUUGii CQBAi/D *>H0B*»EATB ttBKB&AHK AT 15 • 0.1 °C 
Time Conc.CCj) MQtm ^ B m \ &k/&t x 107 
(hr) (M) x 104 (mV) (mV) (*T) (ohs) (oillimol/e) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
10.0 
13.0 
15.0 
16.0 
16.5 
18.0 
20.0 
22,0 
13.3 
13.0 
12.5 
12.1 
11.7 
11.4 
11.0 
10.5 
100.0 
98.0 
96.2 
95.0 
94.0 
93.0 
92.2 
91.0 
-96.8 
-90.7 
-87.8 
-86.5 
-86.3 
-84.3 
-32.5 
-80.1 
840.0 
833.0 
773.3 
766.6 
760.0 
750.0 
755.0 
750.0 
0.39 
0.43 
0.59 
0.85 
0.91 
1.10 
1.20 
1.30 
Tide Figs. 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 
40 
TABLE 1.11 
VALUES Of ik&imT&® FOE THE DIFFUSION OF LiCl (0.1M/0.001M) 
THROUGH COBALT J?aQSi»ilATE WtHBRAliB AT 20 + 0.1 °C 
TltM Cone. iC,) S o b # »£ EB a^ dk/dt x 10 7 
(far) (h) x 10 4 (aV) (mV) (oV) (ohm) (mi lUaso l / s ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
12.0 
13.0 
H.O 
15.0 
16.5 
17.5 
19.0 
20.0 
10.5 
10.1 
9.8 
9.7 
9.4 
9.0 
8.7 
8.5 
105.0 
103.6 
102.3 
101.0 
99.7 
96.0 
96.5 
95.0 
-99.1 
-92.0 
-90 .0 
-87.7 
-87.4 
-87.3 
-87.0 
-85.5 
755.5 
742.2 
733.3 
697.6 
651.1 
616.2 
581.0 
570.0 
0.46 
0.57 
0.89 
1.10 
1.10 
1.40 
1.50 
2.10 
Vld« Fig* . 1 . 6 , 1.9 and 1.10 
TABLE 1.12 
VALUES 0* PAEAHBTBRS FOK THE DIFFUSION OF LiCl (0.1M/0.001M) 
THROUGH COBALT tfHOS*HATB frkJiMAwE AT 25 ± 0 .1 °C 
Tl»« Conc.CCj) $ohB B£ Mn &M dO/dt x 10 7 
(nr) (M) x 10 4 (aV) ( B V ) ( B ? ) (ohm) ( m i l U a o l / B ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
13.5 
15.0 
16.5 
18.0 
18.5 
19.0 
19.5 
21.0 
7.7 
7.5 
7.1 
6.7 
6.0 
5.6 
5.5 
5.2 
110.0 
109.0 
108.0 
107.2 
106.0 
104.7 
103.2 
102.0 
-101.0 
-99.3 
-98.5 
-97.1 
-95.5 
-94.1 
-92.4 
-91.6 
666.6 
647.0 
610.0 
570.0 
531.0 
520.0 
510.0 
510.0 
0.58 
0.64 
1.00 
1.30 
1.70 
2.20 
2.30 
2.50 
Vid« F i g s . 1 . 8 , 1.9 and 1.10 
FlO.1.6 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL Em (mV) AGAINST TIME (h ) 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING LiCf ELECTROLYTE 
90 0 
600 -
700 -
600 -
500 
I 2 3 < 5 
Time (h ) 
FIG. 1.9 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE Rm (Ohm) AGAINST 
TIME ( h J AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING LiCI ELECTROLYTE 
FtGJ.IO PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE dQ/dt (mM/S )ACA/NST TIME(h) 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING LiCl ELECTROLYTE 
4 1 
TABLE 1.13 
VALUBS OF FARAJiETBRfc FOB THE DIFFU8I0H OF GaCl2(0.1H/0.001M) 
THROUGH COBALT PHOSPHATE MfiMBRANE AT 10 + 0.1°C 
Time Cono.CC,) B0JW| B$ B^ B^ dQ/dt x 107 
(tar) (M) x 10 4 (»?) (»V) (a?) (oh*) ( a i i l i a o l / o ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
13.0 
14.5 
16.5 
18.0 
19.5 
22.0 
23.0 
4.8 
4.5 
4.1 
3.8 
3.4 
2.9 
2.5 
2.1 
91.5 
90.5 
89.5 
86.5 
87.5 
86.3 
85.0 
83.8 
-88.7 
-86.2 
-84.4 
-81 .3 
-80.0 
-78 .8 
-76.4 
-76 .3 
615.3 
610.0 
581.6 
596.7 
565.5 
564.4 
557.0 
550.0 
0.47 
0.57 
0.68 
0.75 
0.88 
0.90 
1.00 
1.00 
Vidt F i « t . 1 . 1 1 , 1.12 and 1.13 
TABLE 1.14 
YALUSS OF FA&AMBTfiBS FOR TH1 DIFFUSION OF CaCl2(0.1K/0.0O1M) 
THROUGH COBALT FH08PHATS MEMBRAHB AT 15 ± 0 .1 °C 
Tiao 00110.(0,) B o b # E£ ^ B^ dQ/dt x 107 
(tar) (K) x 10 4 (a?) (a?) (mV) (ohm) ( a i l l i a o l / B ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
12.0 
14.5 
17.0 
18.0 
19.0 
20.0 
22.0 
23.0 
0.0 
-0 .5 
- 0 . 9 
-1 .5 
- 1 . 8 
- 2 . 2 
- 2 . 7 
- 3 . 0 
101.5 
99.5 
97.7 
96.5 
95.5 
94.5 
93.7 
92.5 
-94 .0 
-90 .6 
-87 .0 
-86.4 
-85.7 
—64.8 
-83.1 
-82.8 
517.2 
512.7 
500.0 
465.0 
458.8 
463.0 
457.0 
462.0 
0.72 
0.85 
0.66 
0.91 
0.92 
0.92 
1.10 
1.20 
Vide Fig*. 1 . 1 1 , 1,12 and 1.13 
' 0 
SABLE 1.15 
VALUES OF PA&AMiSTMS MM TUB DIFfUSIOn OF CaCl2(0.1M/0.001M) 
THROUGH COBALT PH03i*HATIi MBKBRAKfi AT 20 j . ° « 1 ° c 
Tiaa Coao.CCj) MQhB s$ \ ** d ^ / d t * 1 0 ? 
(hr) (K) x 104 (m?) (»Y) (»7) (ofa») (miUlmol/e) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
12.0 
12.5 
14.0 
16.0 
18.0 
19.5 
20.0 
20.0 
- 3 . 5 
- 4 . 0 
-4 .5 
- 4 . 9 
- 5 . 3 
- 5 . 8 
. 6 . 0 
- 6 . 2 
106.5 
105.3 
103.8 
102.5 
101.2 
99.5 
98.5 
98.5 
-99.2 
-99.1 
-97.3 
-94.2 
-91 .7 
-90.4 
-90.1 
-90.0 
400.0 
386,0 
375.0 
562.0 
345.5 
342.3 
350.0 
350.0 
0.81 
0.91 
0.95 
1.20 
1.30 
1.30 
1.30 
1.30 
Vide Figs . 1 .11, 1.12 and 1.13 
TABLE 1.16 
VALUBS OF ±>AKAK£T&iS FOE THE DIFFUSION OF CaCl2(0.1M/0.001M) 
THROUGH COBALT PHOSPHATE MtiMAim AT 25 £ 0.1 °C 
Tiaa Coao.iC^ EQ|W H \ Rm d a / d t * 1 0 ? 
(far) (M) x 104 (mV) (mV) (mV) (ohm) (mllliBoX/e) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
12.0 
13.0 
14.0 
16.0 
17.5 
19.0 
20.0 
21.0 
-5 .1 
-5 .5 
- 6 . 0 
-6 .5 
- 7 . 0 
-7 .5 
- 8 . 0 
- 8 . 3 
111.5 
110.5 
109.5 
108.7 
107.5 
106.2 
104.7 
103.5 
-102.5 
-101.7 
-100.4 
-97.4 
-95.5 
-94 .2 
-93.4 
-92.7 
284.8 
275.0 
272.1 
260.0 
254.0 
245.1 
241.0 
240.0 
1.4 
1.6 
1.6 
2.0 
2.3 
2.7 
3.1 
3.2 
Vid« Figa. 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13 
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FlQ.IJI PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL Em { mV ) AGAINST 
TIME ( h ) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING CaCI? ELECTROLYTE 
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FIG.1J2 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE Rm (ohm)AGAINST TIME (h ) 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING CaCI2 ELECTROLYTE 
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FfGl.lS PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE dQ/dt (mM/S) AGAINST 
TIME (h J AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING CaC^ELECTROLYTE 
1 O 
TABLE 1 .17 
VALUED OF i>A*U*i£TEiiii> FCM THIS DIFFUSION OF BaCl 2 (0 .1*S /0 .00 lM) 
THEOUGH COBALT PHOSPHATE MHBRjtfSi K AT 10 1 0 . 1 °C 
Tiaie Conc.CC,) BQhB 1 $ &m i ^ dQ/dt x 10 7 
(far) (K) x 10 4 (aV) (aV) (aV) (ohm) ( a i l l i a o l / e ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
10.5 
11.5 
13.5 
14.5 
16.0 
18.0 
19.5 
21.0 
1.5 
1.1 
0.7 
0.1 
- 0 . 6 
-1 .5 
- 1 . 6 
- 2 . 0 
94.5 
93.3 
92.5 
91.5 
90.5 
89.3 
88.0 
86.8 
-93.1 
-91.3 
-87.8 
-87.3 
-86 .3 
-83 .8 
-82 .4 
-80.9 
430.0 
425.0 
425.0 
432.0 
423.4 
422.6 
416.6 
416.0 
0.17 
0.19 
0.49 
0.50 
0.51 
0.63 
0.67 
0.83 
Vide F i g s . 1 . 1 4 , 1 .15 and 1 . 1 6 
TABLE 1 . 1 6 
VALUES OF FA&A&gTKtik FOR Tiffi DIFFUSION OF B a C l 2 ( 0 . l M / 0 . 0 0 l K ) 
THROUGH COBALT FHOSFHATE ItgMMAHB AT 15 ± 0 . 1 °C 
T i a e C o n c . C C ^ B o b # &% £ffi Effi dvi/dt x 1 0 7 
(hr) (J4) x 10 4 (aV) (aV) (aV) (oha) ( m l U l m o l / s ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
11.5 
13.0 
15.0 
15.5 
17.0 
19.0 
20.0 
- 2 . 7 
- 3 . 0 
- 3 . 7 
- 4 . 0 
-4 .7 
- 5 . 2 
-5 .8 
- 6 . 0 
103.0 
102.0 
100.2 
99.0 
98.0 
97.0 
95.2 
94.0 
-97.3 
-97 .0 
-95.5 
-92 .4 
-91 .9 
-90.7 
-88.4 
-87.5 
340.0 
333.3 
340.0 
332.0 
331.0 
330.0 
327.0 
327.0 
0.69 
0.76 
0.76 
0.93 
0.98 
1.00 
1.10 
1.20 
Vide Fig« . 1 .14 , 1.15 and 1.16 
i i 
TABLE 1.19 
VALUES OF tAitAx^1Ei\L FO& TiiB DIFFUBI02S 01 BaCI2(0.1fc/0.00Ui) 
TERQUOH COBALT PHOSPHATE trnhmmE AT 20 • 0.1 °c 
Tin© Conc.Uj) £obB B£ EB ^ dm/dt x 107 
(hr) (M) x 104 (BY) (mV) («V) (ohm) (mililmol/e) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2 .0 
2.5 
3 .0 
3 .5 
4 .0 
11.0 
12.0 
12.5 
13.5 
15.0 
16.0 
17.5 
18.0 
- 6 . 0 
-6 .5 
- 6 . 8 
- 7 . 0 
-7 .5 
- 7 . 9 
- 8 .1 
-6 .5 
109.4 
106.4 
106.5 
105.5 
104.0 
102.4 
101.0 
99.5 
-102.3 
-101.0 
-100.7 
-99.2 
-97.4 
-96.1 
-95.3 
-94.3 
290.6 
287.6 
290.0 
289.0 
288.0 
288.0 
287.0 
205.0 
1.1 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
Vide Figs. 1.14, 1.15 and 1.16 
TABLE 1 . 2 0 
VALUES OF FA&AfcBTE&S FOR THIS DIFFUSIOK OF B a C l 2 ( 0 . 1 K / 0 . 0 0 l M ) 
THROUGH COBALT PHOSitfiATE &SMB&ANE AT 2 5 £ 0 . 1 ° C 
Time C o n o . i C ^ E Q b 8 B% Bm Affi dQ/dt x 107 
(tar) (ft) x 10 4 (nV) (mV) (mV) (ohm) ( m x l l i B o l / e ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3 .0 
3.5 
4 .0 
10.5 
11.0 
11.5 
12.5 
14.0 
16.0 
17.0 
19.0 
-9 .1 
- 9 . 7 
-10 .0 
-11.6 
-11.0 
-11.5 
-12.0 
-12.8 
114.5 
113.5 
112.5 
111.7 
110.5 
109.2 
107.7 
106.5 
-108.8 
-107.6 
-107.0 
-106.3 
-104.2 
-101.2 
-100.5 
-98.4 
275.0 
267.0 
275.0 
265.6 
267.0 
269.0 
264.7 
260.7 
1.2 
1.3 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
Vide F i g s . 1 .14 , 1.15 and 1.16 
FIGJ.UPLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL Em (m V)AGAINSTTIME(h) 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING BaCl2 ELECTROLYTE 
4 0 0 " 
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200 
FIG.U5 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE Rm (ohm) AGAINST 
TIME(h ) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING BaCl? ELECTROLYTE 
1.16 PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE dO/di (mM/S ) AGAINST 
TIME (h ) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE ACROSS 
COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING BaCl2 ELECTROLYTE 
TABLE 1 .21 
VALUES OF fAAAmtmS FOK THE DIFFU&IOB OF MgClgCO.lM/O.OOlM) 
THEQUOH COBALT XUK*i*UAT& .>JSJtflBANE AT 10 • 0 , 1 °C 
T i n e C o n c . C C , ) B Q b 8 E j Bffi i ^ d^/dt x 107 
(tor) (M) x 10 4 (mV) (mV) (mV) (oiat) ( i s i l l i m o l / e ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2 .0 
2.5 
3 .0 
3.5 
4 .0 
11.5 
13.0 
15.0 
16.5 
17.5 
19.5 
20.5 
21.5 
10.45 
10.10 
9.75 
9.20 
b.70 
8.35 
8.10 
6.00 
55.1 
53.6 
52.0 
50.6 
49.4 
47.9 
46.4 
45.0 
-59.5 
-57.1 
-54.0 
-52.3 
-49.0 
-48.3 
-47.8 
-47.4 
460.0 
430.0 
428.0 
350.0 
276.0 
271.0 
271.0 
0.58 
0.74 
0.87 
0.99 
1.40 
1.50 
1.50 
1.60 
Vide F i g s . 1 .17 , 1.18 and 1.19 
TABLE 1.22 
VALUJSS OF #A&A1&£T&& FOii TMI DIFFUSION OF t igCl 2 (0 . lK/0 .00lH) 
Tii&OOOH COBALT ^HOaFHATB MfSBRAflB AT 15 ± 0 .1 °C 
TiJM Conc^Cj) K o b t R% Em B a dq/dt x 10 7 
(hr) U ) x 10 4 (mV) (a»V) (mV) (ohm) ( m i l l i m o l / s ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2 .0 
2.5 
3 .0 
3.5 
4 .0 
11.0 
12.5 
13.5 
16.5 
18.0 
19.0 
19.0 
20.0 
7.55 
7.15 
6.50 
6.00 
5.50 
4.70 
4.10 
4.00 
60.1 
58.6 
57.0 
55.8 
54.4 
52.9 
51.4 
50.0 
-62.4 
-61.8 
-59.8 
-56.7 
-54.8 
-52 .0 
-51.3 
-51.3 
367.2 
350.0 
346.7 
336.7 
310.3 
258.0 
254.5 
239.5 
0.96 
1.00 
1.30 
1.40 
1.60 
1.80 
1.80 
1.90 
Vide F i g e . 1 .17 , 1.18 and 1.19 
4 
TABU 1.23 
?A«J£5 OF FAi*AMT&& *0* THE DIWU8IOB OF %C12(0.1M/0.001M) 
tHEGUGH COBALT FHOSPHATB i-iKfakvA^K AT 20 £ 0.1 °C 
Ti*« Conc.(C t) E o b ( 8 £^ 1^ H^ d^/dt x 10 7 
(hr) U ) x 10 4 (aV) (uV) («V) (ohm) ( m i l l i « o l / B ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
12.5 
14.0 
15.5 
17.0 
19.0 
20.0 
21.0 
21.0 
5.75 
5.50 
5.20 
5.00 
4.50 
4.10 
3.00 
3.70 
64.3 
62.8 
61.3 
59.8 
58.4 
56.9 
55.4 
54.0 
•66 .0 
-63.5 
-62.1 
-58 .2 
-56.4 
-55 .6 
-54.7 
-54.6 
310.8 
300.0 
290.0 
277.7 
211.2 
200.0 
170.0 
170.0 
1.3 
1.5 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
2.2 
2.2 
2.5 
Vide F i g s . 1 .17 , 1.18 and 1.19 
TABLE 1.24 
VALU© OF 2AHAKBTJBK3 FOR THE DIFFUSIOB OF MgCi2(0.Ui/0.00lM) 
IMOOaB COBAM PHOStfHATJS ftEKtfUitB AT 25 + 0.1 °C 
Tlm« Oonc.CC,) &QbB Ej &m & B dQ/dt x 107 
(hr) (M) x 10 4 (mVJ (mV) ( B T ) (ohm) ( i a i l l imo l /« ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
12.5 
13.5 
15.0 
16.5 
17.5 
18.0 
19.0 
3.00 
2.75 
2.45 
2.10 
1.80 
1.30 
1.00 
0.50 
68.3 
66.8 
65.3 
63.8 
62.4 
60.9 
58.4 
58.0 
-71.3 
"•68.6 
-67.1 
-65 .2 
-63.1 
-62.4 
-61.1 
-61.4 
266.6 
244.4 
240.0 
238.4 
200.0 
190.0 
180.2 
153.0 
1.4 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
2.2 
2.3 
3.2 
3.3 
Vide F l g e . 1 .17 , 1.18 and 1.19 
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fl8 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE Rm (ohm) AGAINST TIME(h ) 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING MgC(2 ELECTROLYTE 
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TABLE 1 . 2 $ 
VALUES 01 m A H K T t t t t FOii THE DIFFUSION OF AXCljCO.IM/O.OOlM) 
THROUGH COBALT PHOSPHATE MSKMAKS AT 1Q + 0 . 1 ° C 
Time C o n c . C C j ) B Q b e E$ &m R B du/dt x 108 
(hr) (M) x 104 (aV) UV) (aV) (ohm) ( a i l l i a o l / e ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
10.5 
11.5 
13.5 
14.5 
16.0 
1o.O 
19.5 
21.0 
-16.2 
-19 .6 
- 2 1 . a 
-21.5 
-22,3 
-22 .0 
-21.6 
-22.4 
65.0 
83.6 
$2.4 
£1.4 
31.0 
79.7 
77.0 
76.0 
-100.0 
-99 .7 
-98 .0 
-96 .0 
-94.5 
-92.0 
-91.0 
-69.0 
500.0 
500.0 
495.0 
490.0 
488.0 
480.0 
476.2 
470.0 
0.6 
1.0 
1.2 
1.5 
2.0 
2.3 
2.7 
2.8 
Tide Fige. 1.20, 1.21 and 1.22 
TABLE 1.26 
VALUES OF ^AitAMisrisas roa TH& DIFFUSION OF A I C I ^ I O . I M / O . O O U I ) 
THROUGH COBALT JfliOSi'HATB MSMBttAMS AT 15 1 0.1 °C 
Time Conc.CC,) &QbB S$ £ffi itm dw/dt x 10S 
(Hr) (li) x 104 (a?) (a?) (a?) (ohm) (mi l l imol /s ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
11.5 
13.0 
15.0 
15.5 
17.0 
19.0 
20.0 
-19.2 
-19.5 
-21.3 
-22.3 
-20.3 
-19.6 
-20.0 
-21.0 
89.0 
88.0 
87.0 
86.0 
85.0 
83.8 
82.5 
81.3 
-102.5 
-101.0 
-100.0 
-97.5 
-95.0 
-92.5 
-91.0 
-90.0 
460.0 
459.0 
458.0 
451.0 
450.0 
440.5 
435.4 
432.0 
1.3 
1.9 
2.1 
2.5 
2.5 
3.2 
3.1 
4.9 
Vide Fige. 1.20, 1.21 and 1.22 
4S 
TABLE 1.27 
VAUim OF PAitAMBTMB FOE THIS DIFFU8I0H Of AlCl^Q.lM/O.GOUl) 
THROUGH COBALT ^BQi^ HATB MBttBttAflB AT 20 £ 0.1°C 
Tl»« Conc.CC,) a o b - B$ I m &m da/dt x 108 
(far) U ) x 10 4 (mV) (»?) (»?) (ohm) ( a d l U m o l / e ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
11.0 
12.0 
12.5 
13.5 
15.0 
16.0 
17.5 
18.0 
-21.4 
-22.2 
-21.6 
-22.1 
-23.0 
-23 .0 
-23 .9 
-24.0 
97.0 
95.5 
94.2 
92.9 
91.3 
90.0 
69.0 
66.0 
-106.1 
-104.0 
-102.2 
-101.0 
-99.5 
-98 .0 
-97 .0 
-96.5 
440.0 
435.8 
434.5 
431.5 
412.2 
409.0 
405.2 
390.0 
4.0 
4.4 
4.8 
5.3 
5.5 
6.0 
6.5 
6.6 
Vide f i g s . 1.20, 1.21 and 1.22 
TABLE 1.28 
VALUES OF FAidAMITBiiS FOE THE DIFFUSION OF AlCl^O.Ui/O.OOlK) 
TBBOUQH COBALT FBOSPMATB MBMBEMB AT 25 £ 0 .1 °C 
Tlm« Cone.(Of) MQlm *t \ ^ d v </ d t * 1 < ) 8 
(far) (Ji) x 10 4 (ffiV) (»V) ( s? ) (ohm) ( m i l l i m o l / e ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
10.5 
11.0 
11.5 
12.5 
14.0 
16.0 
17.0 
19.0 
-27.1 
-27.5 
-25.5 
-23.4 
-26 .0 
-27.3 
-30.6 
-30 .8 
100.5 
99.2 
98.0 
96.8 
95.3 
94.2 
93.0 
92.0 
-113.2 
-111.5 
-108.5 
-106.0 
-104.5 
-103.0 
-101.5 
-100.0 
400.0 
391.7 
390.0 
377.4 
360.0 
358.0 
342.0 
300.0 
5.4 
5.5 
5.8 
6.6 
6.5 
7.6 
9.0 
9.5 
Vide Figs. 1.20, 1.21 and 1.22 
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FIG- 1.20 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL Em (m V) AGAINST TIMEfh ) 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE USING AICI3 ELECTROLYTE 
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FIG. 121 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE Rm (ohm ) AGAINST 
TIME (h ; AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING AlCl3 ELECTROLYTE 
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1.2 2 PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE dQ/dt (mM/S ) AGAINST 
TIME (h) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE USING AICI3 ELECTROLYT 
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D I B C U S i i l O N 
Transport phenomena are often described by some 
extended form of the flernet-i'lanok flux equation (33) • 
Evaluation of flow requires integration of these equations 
under suitable boundary conditions. Bone time ago, baaed 
on the siaole lave of e lectro lys i s , l i t te lberger (34} deve-
loped the following equation for the migration of ione 
through a barrier 
dQ 1 fry* hg 
<i^r> <: 
s ft. _ _ _ _ _ 
• a* 
(r y -) (1.3) 
where a, and a£ are the activities of the two eolutione of 
an electrolyte on either aide of the membrane, Q is the 
number of ailliequivalente of ione diffusing in time t 
seconds, 1^ is the membrane concentration potential, fi^ ia 
the electrolyte reeietance of the membrane in ohms, Z+9 2_ 
are the valancy of cation and anion respectively, T is the 
absolute temperature, & la the gas constant, and F is the 
Faraday constant. Equation (1.3) was used to give the rate 
dw /dt at which various electrolytes diffuse through a men* 
brans. JTor electrolytes (tit), eq. (t.3) slaplifles to 
dw 
IT _lf£ ** ,*w/ ('K * t) I (1.4) 
0 
For (2t1) electrolytes eq. (1.3) given 
(1.5) ft-*W--vH-» 
and for electrolytes of the typo (3»1) i t beoomes 
(1.6) w-^[<4--vl[^*i> 
flio value* of membrane potential Iffit membrane reeiotanoe &B» 
and t i e diffusion rate dQ /dt derived from the experimental 
data and using 040. (1.4-1.6) for both 00bait and niokel 
phosphate membranes in contact with different concentrations 
of various electrolytes are given in Tables 1.1-1.30, and 
also depicted in Figs. 1.2-1.25 against the diffusion t ins 
vai l s comparative values for various cations are show in 
f i g s . 1.26 and 1.27. 
Tables 1.1-1.30 show that the membrane resistance E^ 
sequence for both the membranes at any given tirae for the 
alkali metal ions i s l*i* > Ha* > K*; for alkaline earth 
metal ions i s Ba2+ > Ca2+ > iig2* and for aluminium i t i s 
highest. This sequence refers to the fact that there are 
very few colons in the membrane phase, and ss in both ths 
oaees, the current carrying spseieo are ths eat ions. Ths 
charge on the ion has a very big effect on the nobility of 
ths ions in the membranes, AS the charge on ths counterions 
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i s increased, the membrane resistance increases. Thle stay 
be ascribed to be due to the increase in the ion association 
with the membrane exchange groups. This i s in agreement 
with the findings of Subrahmanyam and Lakshminarayanaiah (35), 
and Oregor and co-workers (36) for the AMJf C-103 membrane 
and our ova findings with parchment supported inorganic 
precipitate membranes (18, 21, 23)• 
The values of ri decreases with time though almost 
m 
to a negligible extent, as can be seen in Fig. 1.23 for 
various diffusing electrolytes through parchment supported 
niokel phosphate membrane. The sl ight change in Effi mgr to* 
due to the small changes produced in the concentration of 
electrolyte solutions during the diffusion processes. The 
membrane potential sequence for alkali metal ions vae 
lil* > Ka* > JL* and for multivalent cations i t vae Al5*> 
£a > Ca > Kg • This sequence of membrane potential 
point towards the fact that multivalent ions are more 
strongly adsorbed on the membrane skeleton than univalent 
ions and that aluminium being most strongly adsorbed (16). 
The values of diffusion rate dy/dt for various cations 
were calculated from the predetermined values of membrane 
potential £m and membrane resistance &m using eqs. (1.4-1.6) . 
The diffusion of electrolytes through the membrane i s slower 
d 
than in free solution. Tills ©ay be due to various reasons t 
(a) only a part of framework i s available for free diffusion, 
(b) the diffusion petite la the membrane phase are store tor-
tuoua and therefore longer, (e) the large hydrated lone la 
the narrow mesh region of the Beabrane be impeded in their 
nobility fey the framework and (d) the interaction of the 
dlffusing species with the fixed groups en the membra* 
matrix. The diffusion rate sequence of cations diffusing 
through the membrane was I* > Na+ > Li* and Mg2* > Ca ) 
B*2+ > A l * \ fhie diffueion rate sequence on the basis of 
lisewaaa-Sherry model of membrane se lect iv i ty (27,29,57) 
point towards weak f ie ld strength of charge groups attached 
to the membrane matrix. This i s in agreement with our 
earlier findings of inorganic precipitate membranee (18*26). 
Parchment paper, except for the presence of come 
stray and end car boxy1 groups, contain© very few fixed 
groups. Deposition of Inorganic precipitate gives r ise to 
a net negative charge on the membrane surface in the caee 
of dilute solutions of electrolyte (1st) leading to the type 
of ionic distribution associated with the electrical double 
layer* however, use of concentrated electrolyte ( t i t ) or 
(2it) or (3tt) leaves a net positive charge on the membrane 
surface due to the preferential adsorption of cations. This 
type of charge reversal i s not peculiar to these systems. 
aosenberg et a l . (38) found in the caee of Thorium counter* 
30 
ions, negative eleetrooemetle transport of water. The loa 
was 00 strongly adsorbed on a cation exchange membrane that 
It conferred anion selectivity to the membrane and thus water 
van transferred in the opposite direction. Similarly Sehuls 
(39) found, in the case of sodium diphosphate9 adsorption of 
the diphosphate anion on the surface of the anion exchange 
membrane* permplax A-100. Thia reversed the charge on the 
membrane and also the direction of water flow* 
She system tinder oonsideratlon may be taken ae having 
charged capillary structures or gels which oan be judged in 
the light of classical fixed charge theory of Teorell (40); 
iieyer and Slower* (41)i So liner (42); Oregor (43) and Sehlmld 
(44*45)• flov of electrolyte by diffusion because of the 
presence of a net charge (-we or +•*) on the membrane glwes 
rise to the membrane potential as opposed to the liquid 
Junction potential ordinarily observed under similar condi-
tions in the absence of the membrane, which regulates the 
flow of electrolyte by increasing the speed of Slew moving 
ion and by decreasing the speed of the faster moving ion. 
The regulated rate of flow for various electrolytes through 
the investigated membranes follow the sequence K* > la* > 
Li* and itg2* > Ca2* > Ba2* > Al3*. 
Membrane porosity in relation to the else of the 
species (hydrated) flowing through the membrane seems to 
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determine the above sequence. Although the s i zes of the 
hydrated e l ec tro ly te s are not known with certainty, there 
are a few tabulations (46,47) of the number of moles of 
water associated with some e l e c t r o l y t e s . However, in J?ig. 
1.26 a plot of permeability of different e l ec tro ly tes 
(chlorides) againat free energy of hydration of cations (48) 
i s given for both the membranes. I t i e seen that pe meabi-
l i t y decreases with increasing hydration energy, that i s , 
greater ^ize due t o increase in hydration. ThiB jo ints to 
the fact that the e l ec tro ly te i e diffusing along the pores 
or channels of dimensions adequate enough to allow the 
substance to penetrate the membrane. The state of hydra-
t ion of the penetrating e lec tro lyte may be considered to 
exi&jt in a dynamic condition so that at higher temperatures 
considerably higher fraction f of the t o t a l number of a 
given kind would possess excess energyAE according to the 
Boltsmann distr ibution f • e h' (K i s the ga« constant). 
Under these circumstances, thoae ionic species which have 
l o s t suff ic ient water of hydration to be smaller than the 
s ize of the pore would enter the membrane. In th is way the 
permeability would increase with increase in temperature, 
subject , however, to the proviso that the membrane has 
undergone no irrevers ible change in i t s structure. That 
no such structural change l e Involved ifc evident from the 
l inear plots of log d*/dt versus (1 / f ) given in f i g s . 1.29 
5? 
and 1.30. The elope of these l ines which i s equal to U a / 
2.303a) gave the activation energy fift required for the 
diffusion process. The values so derived are given in 
Sables1.31 and 1.32. 
The diffusion rate dy/dt (millimol/h) i e related to 
diffusion coef f ic ient 1 (om/eee) by the re la t ion 
5 • dy/dt x 10"6/3»6 A Ac (1.7) 
where A i s the membrane area (24.6 cm ) and AC i s the 
difference in the e l ec tro ly te concentration ex is t ing across 
the membrane, bine© area of membrane and concentration 
difference of the e l ec tro ly te s are constant, therefore D 
i s proportional to d^/dt and thus the elopes of l inear plots 
of log B v s . (1/T) and of log dQ/dt va. (1/7) w i l l be equal. 
The theory of absolute reaction rate (31) has been 
applied to diffusion proceases i n membrane by several inves-
t igators (30-32, 49*30). According to ^woiinski et a l . ( 30 ) , 
we have 
D • A 2 UT/dh) exp - AF^/RI (1 .8) 
where K. i s Boltsmann constant, d i s membrane thickness, 
h i s Flank constant, and A i s average distance between 
equilibrium posit ions in the process of di f fus ion. 
AJF* i s the free energy of act ivation for d i f f u -
sion and i© related to enthalpy Air and entropy A s ^ of 
TABLE 1 . 3 1 
EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVATION 1NKR0Y l f t AND OTHBR THB&HODYNAiilC 
PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM TRANSITION STATE THEORY OF EATB 
PROCESSES FOR COBALT PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE AT 2 5 JL 0 . 1 ° C 
Parameter 
*a 
Electrolyte (i-oal Mol"1) 
KC1 
NaCl 
L1C1 
CaCl2 
BaCl2 
HgCl. 
A1C1, 
7.4 
6.7 
6.4 
5.9 
6.1 
5.t 
4.9 
AH* 
U c a l Mol"1) 
6.8 
6.1 
5.8 
5 .4 
5.5 
4.5 
4.3 
A!** 
(Keal Mol"!) 
11.0 
11.3 
11.8 
11.7 
11.9 
11.7 
12.4 
AS** 
( e . u . ) 
-14 .0 
-17.5 
-20 .2 
-21 .4 
-21.5 
-24.5 
-27.2 
Tida Figs. 1.31 - 1.33 
TABLE 1.32 
EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVATION EHEROT Kft AND OTHER TRBRMODTNARIC 
PARAMTERS CALCULATED FROM TRANSITION STATE THEORY OF EATB 
PE0CE8SES FOE NICKEL PHOSPHATE HEKBRANB AT 25 • 0.1 °C 
Parameter 
Electrolyte 
KC1 
NaCl 
LiCl 
CaCl2 
BaCl2 
KgCl2 
AICI^ 
a 
U e a l *tol~1) 
7.1 
6.7 
6.2 
5.9 
5.6 
5.5 
4.6 
AH* 
(JLealHol"*1) 
6.5 
6.1 
5.6 
5.3 
5.0 
4.9 
4.0 
Af* 
(Seal Mol*"1) 
10.8 
11.8 
11.6 
11.7 
11.9 
11*6 
12.3 
AS* 
( e . u . ) 
-14 .3 
-19 .2 
-20.0 
-21.6 
-23 .4 
-22 .4 
-27 .8 
Tide Fl«8. 1.31 - 1.33 
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activation of diffusion toy Olbba-Helinholta equation 
Ay*4
 m H1* - TAS^ (W9) 
AH** i s related to Arrhenlue energy of activation Bft by the 
equation 
AH1* - I . • «T (1.10) 
a 
AM the valuss of 4 and of the universal conetante are known, 
ralnee of A H*1, A »*% and A JF can be calculated provided 
the value of X i B tawwn. Different investigators (30-32,49» 
51) have used valuee ranging froa 1*5 A0 tor
 x\. In this 
work, a value of 1A° has boon used in the calculation* , and 
the values so derived for the different themodynamic para-
meters are given in Tables 1.31 and 1*52. For purpose of 
comparison, in Table 1.33 are given the values of Agr 
determined by various Investigators for a variety of systems. 
The values of A 8* (see Table 1.33) are either positive or 
negative for membranes. There are a few values which are 
close to aero and correspond to liquid systems* According 
to Jsyring and oo-workers (30,31)» the valuee of A 3^ indicate 
the mechanism of flow; large positive AB^ Is Interpreted to 
reflect breakage of bonds, while low values indicate that 
permeation has taken place without breaking bonds. The 
negative A s * values are considered to indicate either for-
mation of eovalent bond between the permeating species and 
the membrane material or that the permeation through the 
membrane may not be the rate determining step* 
On the contrary, Barrer (49,52,53) baa dereloped the 
oonoept of *2one activation" and applied i t to the permea-
tion of gaeee through polymer membranes. According to this 
aone hypothesis, a high A8% which hae been correlated with 
high energy of activation for diffusion, mean* either the 
existence of a large none of activation or the reversible 
loosening of more chain segments of the membrane. A low 
A s * . then means either a small sons of activation or no 
loosening of the membrane structure on permeation. In view 
of these difference* in the interpretation of AS1*, Shuller 
et a l . (32), who found negative A s * valuee for sugar per-
meation through collodion membranes, have stated that "it 
would probably be correct to Interpret the small negative 
values of A ** mechanically an in ter s t i t i a l permeation of 
the membrane (minimum chain loosening) with partial immobi-
l i sat ion in the membrane (small aone of disorder)*• On the 
other hand. Tien and Ting (51) who found negative As* 
values for the permeation of water through very thin (50 A0 
thickness) bllayer membrane, stressed the possibil ity that 
the membrane may not be the rate-determining step. Based 
on additional experimental data, they came to the conclusion 
that the solution-membrane interface was the rate-limiting 
step for permeation. 
bo 
The results of our investigations (see Tables 1.31 
and 1.32) indicate that electrolyte permeation gives rise 
to negative values for A S**. The values of A S ' for both 
the »enbran*s show a similar behavior for different electro-
lytes. It is in general found that as the valance of the 
Individual ion is increased, the decrease in the value of 
^3** is enhanced. Since the membranes used in this study 
are fairly thick compared to bilayerc, it is believed that 
the membrane along with the solution-membrane interface 
(see Chapter II) controlled the electrolyte permeation 
process* the negative values of A^, therefore* as suggest-
ed by ahuller et al. (32) indicate electrolyte permeation 
with partial immobilisation in the membrane* the partial 
immobility increasing in a relative manner with increase in 
the valance of the ions constituting the electrolyte. 
In Figs. 1.31 1.33 the individual ionic distri-
bution to the property of aqueous ions given by Noyes (§4)* 
«M»«3y A f i ^ ^ ^ . A l , ^ ^ , ^hydration of ** • Ha*» 
£* as veil a@ those of Ba . Ca and Mg are plotted 
against the corresponding A H * . A P ^ and A S ^ values for 
diffusion through the membranes. It is found that at least 
some formal relationship exists between theee thermodynamic 
parameters• 
o 
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7 1 
m i o p p c f loi 
One of the most consistent properties of biological 
system is the presence of a voltage across %&• cellular sur-
faces. The mechanism whereby this potential arises la atUl 
in dispute. S « M ooaaider it to be a diffusion pcteatial 
while ©there suggest the TOItage to be an adeorption poten-
tial (1). Teorell (2,3) eoneldered the preeenoe of oharge 
oa the membrane ekeleton responsible for the development of 
potential acroee it. Baeed oa fixed oharge oonoept a number 
of theoretical equations fay membrane potential, developed 
aaroea a charged membrane separating two electrolytic solu-
tions, have been derived and tested using, generally, model 
membranes. 
la this chapter, the evaluation of effective fixed 
charge density of parchment supported nickel, cobalt phos-
phate and sulphide membranes from membrane potential measure-
ments and using the most recently developed methods of 
xobatakc et al. (4-15), and fasaka st al. (16) including the 
generally used and widely accepted method of Teorell-heyer 
and Sievers, are described. This la la order to substan-
tiate our earlier findings, on the basis of Bieenman-Uherry 
model of membrane selectivity, that parehment supported 
membranes possess small density of fixed oharge groups on 
the membrane setrix as well as to test the validity of the 
reoently developed theories for membrane potential. 
7 2 
B X P B K I M B K T A L 
Parchment supported csobalt phosphate, nickel phos-
phate, oobalt sulphide and niekel sulphide meabranes were 
prepared by the method already dee carl bed In Chapter X and 
were used here for membrane potential meaeureaentB. Solu-
tions used for the preparation of oobalt and nickel eulphide 
aenbranes were ae followss 
Henbrane Solution I Solution XX 
Cobalt sulphide Co(II)chloride Sodiua eulphide 
(0.2M) (0.2M) 
Hickel eulphide Hi(II)chloride Sodiua eulphide 
(0.2K) (0«2M) 
The neabranes were washed with delonised water to remove 
free electrolytes. 
gleetrochemical ee l l s of the type 
Reference | Solution \ Meabrane | Solution \ Reference 
electrode 5 e 2 ! ! C1 • •*•«**<>*• 
ke-AgCl \ { l \ Ag-A«Cl 
Xtonnan fionaan 
potential potential 
diffusion-* 
potential 
were used for measuring: aeabrane potentials. The reference 
electrodes ueed were reversible Ag-AgOl standing in ohlorlde 
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solution*• The total potential difference between Ag-AgCl 
electrodes placed on either side of the membrane 1* the 
algebraic mm of the eleotrode potential, i . e . , concentra-
tion potential and the membrane potential 1R (17,16). A 
tenfold difference in concentration of ohloride eolations 
(i»e», W C 1 - 10) wan maintained and measurements were 
made by a i>ye-preoieien potentiometer (Ho* 7566}* She 
eolutione were replaced by frssh eolutione and when there 
vae no change l a potential with the addition of fresh eolu-
tione, with constant viperous stirring by a paire of mag-
netic s t irrers . i t was taken ae the true tota l potential 
difference serosa the Ag-AgCl electrodes. In a l l the four 
membranes i t could be reproduced within a few tenthe of a 
aV. The whole s e l l was immersed in a water theraoetat 
ffiaintained at 25 £ 0.1°C . The various salt eolutione 
(chlorides of *&% sa*, K% and BH )^ were prepared froa BDH, 
AE grade chemicals and deioniaed water* 
The values of membrane potential E^ measured aeross 
cobalt phoophats, cobalt sulphide, nickel phoephate and 
nickel eulphide membranes in oontact with various 1x1 eleo-
trolytes are siren in Tables 2.1-2.4, and are also plotted 
in Figs. 2.1-2.4 against log (C,* C2)/2» 
TABLE 2,1 
TEE VALUES OF THJS OJB&IftfED HBMBRAUB POTENTIAL &u ( a t ) 
ACROBL COBALT PHOSPHATE MBNBEAMB AT 25 £ 0.1°C 
£leotro2jrte 
Concentration C J / C J ( f f e l / U 
KC1 MaCl LiCl 
1 x I0~1/t * 1Q~2 
5 x 10"2/5 x 10~3 
1 x 10*2/1 x 10~5 
5 x 1Q~*/5 x 1Q~4 
1 x 10""3/1 * 10"4 
5 x 10~4/5 x 10~5 
1 x iO~A/i x 10~5 
Vide Pig. 
TABLE 2 
•54.3 
-31.4 
-26.5 
-10.5 
1.5 
9.0 
10.0 
2.1 
• 2 
-38.7 
-36.8 
-21.7 
-14.5 
- 5.0 
10.0 
15.0 
-35.0 
-32.6 
-16.4 
-10.4 
5.0 
15.5 
20.0 
THE VALUES Of THE OBSB&VEE MBKBHAJJB POTENTIAL EQ (mV) 
ACKQSB IJICKBL PHOSPHATE KSMBEAHS AT 25 £ 0 . 1 ° 0 
Electrolyte 
Concentration C2/C1 (t tol /D 
&C1 WaCl LiCl 
1 x 10~V' * 10"2 
5 x 10"2/5 x 10~5 
1 x 10*2/1 x 10*5 
5 x 10~5/5 x 10*4 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10*"4 
5 x 10~4/5 x 10*5 
1 x 1<T4/1 x 10""5 
-42.4 
-40.3 
-32.0 
-15.0 
1.5 
10.3 
12.5 
-40.4 
-40.3 
-24.5 
-13.0 
9.0 
10.3 
12.5 
-40.5 
-38.0 
-21.5 
- 6.9 
4.5 
8.0 
15.3 
Vide Fig . 2 .2 
n 
TABU 2 . 3 
THE VALUES OF THE OfiBlRYMi JfEKJHUBB POTENTIAL E ^ a V ) ACBOSl. 
COBALT SULPHIDE KKWWAUE AT 25 £ 0 . 1 ° C 
£lectrolyt« 
Concentration Cg/C^ 
1/1 x to"1 
5 x 10"1/5 x tO"2 
1 x 10"Vt x to"2 
5 x 10"2/5 x to" 3 
1 x 10"2/1 x 10"5 
5 x 10"3/5 * to" 4 
1 x 10"3/1 x 1 0 - 4 
(ho 1 /D 
Ud« 
J C C 1 
5.1 
7 .6 
19.3 
24.8 
36.2 
36.8 
37.0 
Fig. 2.5 
TABLB 2.4 
WaCl 
0 .6 
2.7 
15.2 
18.9 
24.2 
24.7 
25.0 
L1C1 
•12 .8 
-11 .5 
- 9.2 
0.1 
18.9 
22.5 
23.8 
TEE VALUES OF TEH OJJbKRVHD KBKfiRANB POTKHTIAL JB (m?) 
El NICKEL S0LFHIDS MEMBRANE AT 25 £ 0.1°C 
Electrolyte 
Concentration Cg/C-
1/1 x 10"1 
5 x 10"1/5 x to" 2 
1 x 10"Vt x to"2 
5 x 10"2/5 x 10"5 
1 x 10"2/1 x 10"3 
5 x lo" 3 /5 x 10"4 
1 x 10"3/1 x 10"4 
(HOI/1) 
KC1 
2.3 
3.3 
20.8 
22.4 
31.0 
37.0 
37.2 
NaCl 
- 5.3 
- 3.9 
5.5 
10.7 
24.9 
26.4 
26.5 
LiCl 
-11.1 
-10 .8 
0.0 
5.4 
20.3 
25.2 
26.0 
SH4C1 
0.8 
1.2 
8.7 
14.0 
30.8 
33.1 
35.1 
ACROSS 
SHjCl 
3.8 
5.5 
14 .1 
18.0 
30.0 
34.0 
34.3 
Vid« Fig. 2.4 
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PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTE NTIALS Em ( m V ) AGAINST 
LOG (Cf*C2)/2 USING II ELECTROLYTES ACROSS 
(A ) COBALT SULPHIDE AND (B) NICKEL SULPHIDE MEMBRANES 
Parchment supported inorganic precipitate membrane* 
hare the ability to generate potential* when they are used 
to separate electrolyte solutions of different concentra-
tion* (19-28). This property is attributed to the presence 
of a net charge on the membrane probably due to adsorption 
of anions or cations, the quantity of charge required to 
generate potentials, particularly when dilute solutions are 
used, ie snail, this* of course, is dependent on the poro-
sity of the membrane. If the membrane pore© are too vide, 
any amount of charge on the membrane does little to generate 
good potentials. But if the membrane pores are narrow, a 
little charge on it oan give ideal potentials according to 
the fteraet equation 
where at and a 2 are the activities of the two eolations on 
either side of the membrane, B „ is the membrane potential 
and a, T and ¥ have their usual significance. 
The values of membrane potential observed across 
cobalt and nickel sulphide are positive in all the electro-
lyte concentrations studied. The values are low when the 
membranes «re used to separate concentrated solution of an 
electrolyte whereas it increases as the solutions are dilu-
ted and reached to a maximum value. This means these mem-
branes are negatively charged (cation selective) and eeleo-
V'? 
t i v i ty Increases with dilution. The negative charge may be 
attributed to the preferential adsorption of hydroxyl lone 
from water and, or sulphide lone present m the eolation 
ueed for the preparation of the membranes. An interesting 
point with the values of E for cobalt and nickel phosphate 
parchment supported membranes 1B the faot that these are 
positive when the membrane i s separating dilate solutions 
of the electrolytes ( i . e . , di late side Cj taken as •ve) . 
This means that the membrane i s eatlon se lect ive , and when 
the membrane i s used to separate concentrated solutions, 
the values of S are ~ve, i . e . , the membrane becomes anion 
aelect ire . Such reversal In se lect iv i ty character i s not 
peculiar to these systems (20) . 
Two Important factors which control electrolyte 
permeability through a membrane are charge on the membrane 
and Its porosity. Parchment paper, except for the presence 
of sons stray and end carboxylic group, contains r^ry fev 
fixed groups. Deposition of inorganic precipitate gives 
rise to a net negative charge on membrane surface in the 
dilute solutions of a 1*1 electrolyte leading to the type 
of ionic distribution associated with, the electrioal double 
layer (29)* The stepwise change In membrane potential or 
the se lect iv i ty character of the membrane-electrolyte system 
may readily be explained In terms of the structural changes 
produced In the electrioal double layepfc/c^*b*l$jp^*rfaces, 
• f * r AH' *• 
n 
Parchment supported nickel and cobalt phosphate membranes 
are considered negatively charged In contact with water. 
It is probable that la those oases the negative charge is 
due to the firm attachment of hydroxy 1 lone from the water 
and/or i'o|~ lone from the solution constituting the mem-
brane* An equivalent number of protons and/or cations, 
some cloeely held in the fixed part of the double layer and 
the remainder in the diffuse portion, will be left in the 
eolation. By the addition of univalent electrolytes, there 
will be a tendency for the cationo to accumulate on the 
eolation side of the fixed double layer, by increasing the 
positive eharge density, the interfaoial potential differ* 
eaee changes thereby changing the overall membrane potential. 
If the electrolyte oonoentratlon Is made large* the sign of 
the electrical potential may eventually be reversed leading 
to a state where the membrane become anion selective. 
iiguro 2.5 deplete a family of hypothetical potential pro-
file* existing acroee the oobalt and nickel phosphate 
membrana*. 
She fixed groups present in well characterised ion-
exchange membranes can be easily OBtimated by titration. 
This procedure was used by Sollner et al. (30) to estimate 
the end groups and stray carboxylic groups present in the 
collodion material, hakshmlnarayaaalah (31) in his studies 
with thin membranes of parlodion, used two methods - the 
C / W 0 - < M 
k-
59 
C? = IO~3M 
C/--/0 3M 
N A 
5J*C2=W-2M 
Cj = 10~2 M K 
^ ^ C ? = ,0 'M 
C}= fO~lM *=i. £2± C = l.OM 
(A ) 
CjrfO'*M L2 
C2=W~3M 
Cj = !0-3M Cp r I0~2M 
Cj=W2M 
Cf = fO-,M C =f.OM 
(B ) 
FIG. 2.5 <A,B) HYPOTHETICAL POTENT, AL PROFIL ES EXIST!NG 
ACROSS THE MEMBRANES, see ,eXf ««"*« 
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ieotopic and the potentiometric to evaluate the apparent 
fixed charge on the membrane material. In the present 
studio* the titration method proved inconvenient and very 
Inaccurate, while the isotopic method wa© diecarded in 
view of the strong ionic adsorption phenomena exhibited by 
those systems. Consequently the potentiometric method was 
used* This method is based on the fixed charge theory of 
membrane potential proposed simultaneously by Teorell (2,3), 
and Mayor and Slevers (32)* The fixed eharge concept of 
Teorell (2,5) and fisyer and Sievers (32) (the TH3 theory) 
for charged membranee is a partinent starting point for the 
investigation of the actual mechanisms of the ionic or 
molecular prooesees which ocour in the membrane phaee. 
According to this theory membrane potential is considered 
to be composed of two Potman potential at the two solution* 
membrane Interfaces and a diffusion potential arising from 
unequal concentration of the two membrane phases. These 
authors derived following equation for membrane potential 
in millivolts (at 25°C) applicable to a highly idealised 
system, viai 
\ m 59.2 
1
 (/4C| • i* • I) /40f * X2 * W 
where 5 - (S ~ f ) / ( S • i ) , I and f are tho mobilities of 
cation and anion respectively in the membrane phase; X i s 
(2.2) 
8 0 
the charge on the i t i t o i a i expressed in equivalents/litre 
of imbibed solution* Equation (2.2) has been frequently 
used fox* the evaluation of the fixed charge density X of 
* MifertM (35). In order to svaluats this parameter for 
the simple ease of 1*1 electrolyte and membrane carrying 
a net negative charge of unity (1 » I ) , theoretical concen-
tration potential* &n existing aeross the membrane art 
calculated as function C2» are given in Table 2*5. The 
ratio e y e , being kept at constant vafcie for different 
nobility rat ios , u/v. The observed membrane potential 
values are then plotted in the same graph as a function 
of log (1/C2) . The experimental curve i s shifted horizon-
ta l ly unt i l l i t coincide© with one of the theoretical 
curves, ins extent of th is shift gives log 1 and the 
coinciding theoretical curve, the value of u / i ^ f i g s * 2.6 
and 2,7]. Similar procedure was tried hare to evaluate 
fixed charge density I of cobalt and nickel sulphide mem-
branes. She value of 1 and u/v thus derived for oobalt 
and nickel eulphide membranee are given in Table 2.6. Bat 
in the ease of oobalt and nickel phosphate membranes the 
observed membrane potential curve* on shifting horizontally 
did not overlap with any of the theoretical ourves parti-
cularly in the dilate ranges. As a result eq. (2*2) was 
used in another way, in the way feorel l did, to evaluate 1. 
A family of theoretical ourves U i g e . 2.8 and 2.9) wore eons-
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TABLJS 2 . 6 
VALUES OF MBHBHA1H CHAEGB DBflSITY X ( o q / D # MOBILITY RATIO 
( t t / ? ) AID DIFFUSION KJTBMflAL (mV) FOR VAfilOOS MEMBRAiil 
JSLBCTM)LITE SISTB® UBIBG TB0EELW41YSR-8ISVMS 2HEOHY AT 
25 £ 0.1°C 
i i l « c t r o l y t e 
Kembranes Parameters 
KC1 liaCl LiCl HH^Cl 
Cobalt eulpMde 
liokel sulphide 
(X) x 10* 
(5/*) 
(!) x 10; 
(S/S) 
3.8 
1.2 
2.3 
0.3 
3.0 
0.6 
1.6 
0.6 
2.5 
1.0 
2.2 
0.8 
2.2 
0.8 
1.5 
1.0 
Cobalt phoephat* (1) x 103 1.6 1.9 2.9 
(U/T) 0.2 0.2 0.2 
(Diff. i»ot.)-34.3 ~38.6 -35.0 
Mckel phosphate (!) x 103 1.8 1.4 2.5 
(u/v) 0.2 0.2 0.2 
(JDiff. i»ot.)42.4 -42.3 -40.5 
2 
- log C2 
FIG.2.6 SMOOTH CURVES ARE THE THEORETICAL CONCENTRATION 
POTENTIALS FOR X_ = I AND DIFFERENT MOBILITY RATIOS 
U /V ( 1-3 ) , AND X < / (4-10 ) FOR 0/ V * 0.2 
BROKEN LINES ARE T H E E XPE RIME N TAL VALUE S OF Em(mV) 
FOR VARIOUS VI ELECTROLYTES ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE 
1 
2. 9 SMOOTH CURVES ARE THE THEORETICAL C ONCENTiON 
POTENTIAL S FOR X = l AND DIFFERENT MOBILITY RATIOS 
U/Vf 1-3 ) , AND X <l (A-10 )FOR U/V= 0.2 • 
BROKEN LINES ARE THE EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OFEm(mV) 
FOR VARIOUS 1:1 ELECTROLYTES ACROSS NICKEL PHOSPHATE 
MEMBRANE 
u ei 
tructed ansigning X » 1 and successively decreasing values to 
I (X 1) keeping u/v - 0.2, [Table 2.7]. The curves thus ob-
tained have same shape and limits but are transposed along the 
log C2 axia. The value of I ie then given by the curve with 
which the experimental curve coincided. The values thus 
derived are given in Table 2.6. In addition to the value of 1, 
the plotting in this form correctly predicts diffusion potential 
at the limit 1 = 0. The diffusion potential valuer derived in 
this way were found to have approximately the same magnitude 
and sign as the potential across the membranes when these are 
used to separate highly concentrated solutions of an electro-
lyte [Table 2.6]. In view of this limiting diffusion potential 
value, the variation in membrane potential across cobalt 
and nickel phosphate membranes with the change in external 
electrolyte concentrations may be ascribed to be due to the 
structural changes produced in the electrical double layer 
at the membrane-solution interfaces. Thus cobalt, nickel 
phosphate membrane electrolyte systems may be more conven-
iently described as consisting of two mini cells - one with 
constant emf corresponding to the limiting diffusion poten-
tial and the other with variable emf representing the 
interfacial potential difference (0 to 60 mV approximately). 
K»lnce the total membrane potential changes sign as the 
concentration of the electrolytes across the membranes are 
changed* it may be concluded that these mini cells are 
combined together in series but operating in opposite direc-
tion and that the membrane-solution interface seems to be 
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the rate deterainlng atop aa suggested by Tien and fing 
(34) for bilayer ae»branea. 
Xobatako at a l . (7) on the basic of the therfitodyna-
aioe of lrrevereible prooeaaee deriwad the following equation 
for the e lectr ical potential B^ which ariaee when a negative-
ly charged membrane separatee two eolation* of a It 1 electro-
lyte of concentrations C< and Cg (C| < Cg)i 
(2.5) 
whom o( » o/(u • •) 
f and £ repreeent, respectively, the Faraday ©onetant and 
a constant dependent upon the vleooalty of tha solution and 
structural d at o i l s of tha polymer network of whioh tha 
membrane la ooaposad. To evaluate tha membrane parameters,^ 
j \ and I t two Halting forma of tha above equation ware 
derived. Whoa tha external ealt oonoantratlon C la suffi-
ciently email, 
where Ifi^  | - f Sffi/iiT 
and y • Cg/Cj 
88 
When the sal t concentration C i s high, 
. , (I •0 • t ^ K T j ^ t 
where %m 1B the apparent traneferenoe nuaber of colons 
(anions) In a negatively charged meabrane defined by 
|l£| « (1 - 2t.) 1»T (2.6) 
The value of t . calculated from observed membrane potentlale 
using eq. (2*6) for cobalt, nickel phosphate and sulphide 
membranes, are given la Tables 2.8-2.11. Equation (2*4) was 
used to give the value of /3 (see Table 2.12) and a relation 
between <*. and 1 by evaluating the Intercept and the i n i t i a l 
elope of too plot of |fi^ "| against C2 ( f ige . 2.10-2.13), 
while eq. (2*5) wae ueed to evaluate <x (eee Table 2.12) froa 
the Intercept of a plot of 1/t„ against 1/C2 ( f igs , 2.14-
2.17), The values of I were determined by inserting this 
value of x in the relation between x and X obtained earlier. 
The values of I derived in this way for the nenbraaee and 
t i t electrolytes are given in Table 2.13. 
Ones the values of the parameters x , /} and X for a 
given aeabrans-eleotrolyte oyotoa have boon determined one 
can got too theoretical Mfi vs . 0 2 curve using eq. (2,?) 
for any given 7 ( - G^/G^ and ooapare i t with the corres-
ponding experimental data* For thie ooaparlson eq. (2.3) 
TABJM 2 . 8 
TJUSSFIHIHCE mmm t - OF colons nwavm mou owmm* 
HWmA&& tfOTBITlAi AT VAHIOOS BfcBCt&OLXfB COJICHhTHATIOH 
THROPOB COBALT J>HQSI>HATB HlltBfUliB 
El«Qtro*yt« KC1 HaCl L1C1 
Conomtrat lon Cg/C^ (*4ol/l) 
1 x 10"Vl » 10*2 
5 x 10*2/5 x to"*5 
1 x 10*2/1 x 10*5 
5 x 10*5/5 x 10*4 
1 x 10*5/t x 10*4 
5 x N T V S x 10*5 
1 x K T 4 / ! x 10*5 
Vide Fig. 2.14 
TABLB 2 , 9 
TuumFWWGS msmm t . or coioss DBEIVBB mm ommim 
HSMBRANB FOTBSTIAi. AT VA&IOOS ELECTaOLTTB COKCKNTRATIOH 
THEOUOH JIICKBL PHOSFHAfB MBlimAHB 
0.78 
0.75 
0.74 
0.60 
0.49 
0.42 
0.41 
0.82 
0.00 
0.68 
0.62 
0.54 
0.41 
0.37 
0.81 
0.77 
0.63 
0.58 
0.45 
0.37 
0.33 
£l«otrolyt« 
Cono«ntratlon C2/C, ( Itol/ I) 
1 x 10*Vt x 1Q*2 
5 x 10*2/5 x tO"5 
1 x 10*2/1 x to*5 
5 x 10*3/5 x 10*4 
1 x 10*5/1 x to*4 
5 x 10**/5 x to*5 
t x 10~Vl x to*5 
KC1 
0.8$ 
0.83 
0.76 
0.62 
0.46 
0.41 
0.39 
HftCl 
0.85 
0*84 
0.70 
0.60 
0.42 
0.41 
0.34 
I4C1 
0.84 
0.82 
0.76 
0.55 
0.46 
0.43 
0.37 
?!*• Fig. 2.15 
ss 
TABLE 2 . 1 0 
Z&AMSfmgfiCB WHBm t . OF COIOBB BKEIVEJD FEOM OBSBftYID 
KMBaAi.fi POT£i»TlAL AT VARIOIB ELECT&OLYTB CQHClHT&AflOI 
Tii&GUOH COBALT SULPRID1 KBIIBEAlfg 
Electrolyte 
Concentration C2/C1 
1/1 x 10"1 
5 x K>"1/5 x 10~2 
1 x 10~1/1 * 10~2 
5 x 10~2/5 x 10~3 
1 x 1©*2/1 x 10~3 
5 x 10*3/5 x 10*4 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10*4 
KC1 
(Kol/1) 
©•46 
0.44 
0.54 
0.30 
0.20 
0.19 
0.19 
NaCl 
0.44 
0.48 
0.37 
0.34 
0.30 
0.29 
0.29 
LiCl 
0.63 
0.59 
0.57 
0.50 
0.34 
0.31 
0.30 
NH4C1 
0.49 
0.48 
0.42 
0.36 
0.24 
0.22 
0.20 
T i e * F i g . 2 . 1 6 
TABLE 2 . 1 1 
TRANSFERENCE KUKBfiR t „ OF COIOSS DERIVED FROM OBSERVED 
MXMBaAliE F0T1NTXAX. AT VARIOUS ELECTROLYTE COMCEMTHATIOB 
8ICKSL SULPHIDE MEMBRANE 
Electrolyte 
Concentration C^/C^ 
1/1 x 10*1 
5 x 10~1/5 x 10*2 
1 x 10""Vl * 10"2 
5 x 10""2/5 x 10~3 
1 x 10~2/1 x 10~3 
5 x 10~3/5 x 10*4 
1 x 10~3/1 x 1Q~* 
KC1 
(MO 1/D 
0.48 
0.47 
0.33 
0.31 
0.24 
0.19 
0*18 
NaCl 
0.55 
0.53 
0.45 
0.41 
0.30 
0,29 
0.26 
LiCl 
0.59 
0,59 
0.50 
0.45 
0.39 
0.29 
0.28 
BH4C1 
0.47 
0.45 
0.38 
0.35 
0.25 
0.21 
0.19 
Vide Fig. 2,17 
(B) 
0,1 
o 0.001 
0.01 0.0001 
FIG. 2.10 FIG.2.11 
PLOTS OF IE% I /2. 303 AGAINST C? FOR (A) COBALT PHOSPHATE 
AND (B) NICKEL PHOSPHATE MEMBRANES IN CONTACT WITH 
VARIOUS 1:1 ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 
o 
FIG. 2.12 
b 6 
c2xw ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
FIG, 2.13 
PLOTS OF lE°m(t 2.30 3 ACAINSTC FOR (A)COBALT 
SULPHIDE AND(B ) NICKEL SULPHIDE MEMBRANES 
IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1:1 ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 
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TABLE 2 ,13 
YAltfBS OF TUB BFFSCTITB FIXED CHAHOB PSNSITY X ( o o / l ) 
USISO KOBATJLKB'S METHOD FOE VARIOUS HBMBaAlS BLECTROLTTB 
SISTK* AT 25 * Q.1°C 
Blootfoljrto KC1 HaCl LiCl IOi4Cl 
Membranes 
Cobalt phoephato 
(I ) x 10 5 , 00./I 
Hlokol pbospliato 
(X) x 10 3 , n / 1 
Cobalt ottlphldo 
(I ) x 10 2 t o q / l 
ITlexol aulpAido 
(S) x 10 2 , o o / l 
1.9 4 .7 
3.2 2,0 
4.2 
2.2 2.8 
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oan be rewritten in the following form as suggested by 
kobatake and coworkers (7) 
— • 2 (2.7) 
(e* - 1) 
with q and 2 defined by 
* " 1/p* (1 - 2*) 
and 2 • Cg/Uf) X. flats i f eq. (2,7) i s val id, the value of 
( 7 * s q ) / ( e* - 1) calculated fro* the measured l n with pre-
determined A , p and 1 and the given value of / o u s t fa l l 
on a straight l ine which has a unit elope and passes the 
co-ordinate origin when plotted against %% This behaviour 
should be observed irrespective of the value of T and the 
kind of membrane-electrolyte system used* figures 2.1a and 
2.19 demonstrate that the theoretical prediction of eq. (2.7) 
[or eq. (2.3)] i s borne out quite satisfactorily by our 
experimental results on parchment supported nio^ol and 
cobalt sulphide membranes. 
recently Kobetake and Kamo (12) derived another 
equation eq. (2*0) for the membrane potential starting 
with the basic flow equation provided by the thermodynamics 
of irreversible processes and using a different set of 
assumptionst namely, (a) the contribution of mass movement 
2 
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FIG.2.18 
2 -2 
log Z 
-I 0 1 
FIG. 2.19 
PLOTS OF LOG (f-eq) / (ea-1) AGAINST LOG Z FOR (A JCOBALT SULPHIDE 
AND (B) NICKEL SULPHIDE MEMBRANES IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 
1: J ELECTROLYTES 
I. 
1» negligible (12), and (b) small ione do not behave ideal! / 
in a charged membrane (12). Their result let 
M r c2 JAQZ * #*2xz • (2«- Oe-x 
1
 /4CJ • e*2XZ • ( 2 * - OrfX 
- la 
/4C| • +2X2 + #X 
7402 • e^X2 • ^ X 
(2.8) 
where a* is a characteristic factor of the membrane~eleetro-
lyte pair, and represents the fraction of oounterione not 
tightly bound to the membrane skeleton. The product **X la 
tensed the thermodynamloally effective fixed charge density 
of a membrane; the other terse have their usual significance. 
Equation (2.8) reduces to the ft® membrane potential for i « 
1. iilnee It is some what troublesome to evaluate e*X at an 
arbitrary external electrolyte concentration from the ob-
served membrane potential using cq. (2.a), itobataxe and 
Kaoo (12) have proposed a simple method using the following 
approximate equation for the diffusive contribution to the 
emf of a cell with transports 
\ * - ¥ (1 * ^Ipp* ** * W <2«*> 
where t-pp Is the apparent transference number of colons In 
the membrane phase. Comparison of eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) 
gives 
y3 
h& * t • 2 * - t . ./4^5 + 1 + 1 
, y ^ r r + a ^ ^
 + /liFT + i 
*M> 2 la 7 2 la T 
where '( - c/rfx 
On the other hand (11,12), the mass fixed transference 
number of colons l a a negatively charged membrane immersed in 
an electrolyte solution of oonoentration C was defined by 
t . • VC./US+ • v<L) (2.11) 
where C+ aad E_ are the concentration* of cation and anion, 
respectively, in the membrane paaae. Tale equation was trans-
formed to 
t. - 1 -* (2.12) 
74( 2 • f • <2«<- 1> 
using certain equations for the activity coefficients, mobi-
l i t i e s of small ions in the membrane phase, and the equil i -
brium condition for e lectr ical neutrality (11,12). The 
difference between the apparent transferenee number t -
app 
calculated from eq. (2.10) and t_ from eq, (2.12) for 
various reduced concentrations ^ ( (- c/**X) was found to 
be always le t. than. & over a wide range of external elec-
trolyte concent rations. Therefore, t- and tw were oonei-
mm 
dered practically the same. As a result , the apparent 
0 \ 
transference number evaluated from the membrane potential 
data was ueed for toe determination of the thermodynaml-
eally effective fixed charge density e'X of the membrane at 
a given average salt concentration € [C » (Jj + C2)/2] u 0 i n ^ 
eq. (2.12). At the same time rearrangement of eq. (2.12) 
provides a definition of permseleotivlty £>8 • given by the 
expression 
1 1 - * - 1 . - << 
M
 f M - = J> (2.13) 
( 4 f • D f Z <*- (2<K- D(1 - t j 
This equation can be ueed to find the permseleotivlty from 
memhrane potential measurements using eq. (2 .9) . It the 
transport number of ooione ( t - or tg ) i s aero, the mem-
brane i s perfectly selective and ?B - 1, while i f the trans-
port number of colons has the free solution value, i 8 • 0. 
the values of f0 obtained Tables [2.14-2.17] using the 
right hand elds of eq. (2.13) were plotted againat log C. 
The concentration at which i»v (where -f » C/s*X « 1) becomes 
V2 (1/5)' gives the value of the thermodynasioally effect 
fixed charge density **£ as required by the lef t side of 
eq. (2.13). Figures 2.20-2.23 represent plots of *B vereus 
log (C,+ C2)/2 for the parchment supported cobalt and nickel 
phosphate and sulphide membranes in contact with various 1:1 
electrolytes. The value of jx thus derived for the membranes 
and 1i1 electrolyte combinations are given in Table 2.18. 
TABLE 2 . 1 4 
VALUED OF PKiUCfiLECTiVITT % OF THE MBHBRABB USIH0 VARIOUS 
111 ELECTEOLUBS AS DIFFEHIST C0HC8HTJIATIQH8 FOB COBALT 
±»H03FHAIB MBKBftARB 
Electrolyte 
Concentration Cg/C^ (Wol/D 
1 at 10~V* x to" 2 
5 x 10"2/5 x 10"3 
1 x 10"2 /1 x 10*3 
5 x 10~3/5 x 10""4 
1 x 10"3 /1 x 10* 4 
5 x 10""4/5 x 10"*5 
1 x l O ^ / t x 10* 5 
KC1 
0.56 
0.50 
0*48 
0.20 
-0 ,02 
-0*16 
-0 .18 
HaOl 
0,75 
0.71 
0.53 
0.42 
0.30 
-0 .02 
-0 .07 
LiCl 
0.77 
0.70 
0.49 
0.43 
0.19 
0.00 
-0.10 
Vide P i g . 2 . 2 0 
TABLE 2 . 1 5 
VALUES OF PBRKSEJJBCTCVITY % OF THE MEMBRANE USING VARIOUS 
I t l ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CQHCEHTRATIQN FOR NICOL 
PHOSPHATE MEKBRANE 
Electrolyte 
Concentration C2/C1 U o l / D 
1 x 10~V* x 10*2 
5 x l O * 2 ^ x 10*3 
1 x 10~2/1 x 10* 3 
5 x 10~3/5 x 1 0 - 4 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10*4 
5 x 10~4/5 x 10*5 
1 x 10"V1 x 10*"5 
KQ1 
0.70 
0.66 
0.52 
0.24 
-0 .12 
-0 .18 
-0 .22 
NaCl 
0.79 
0.78 
0.54 
0.39 
0.05 
0*02 
-0 .13 
LiCl 
0.84 
0.77 
0.69 
0.35 
0.19 
0.12 
0.00 
Vide Fig . 2.21 
9 
TABLE 2 ,16 
VALUES OF PiaflSILBCTXVITY % Of TKI COBALT SULfHIDB 
MiMMAiiE USIIO VArtlOUo 1*1 ELECTROLYTES AT BIFFER1HT 
COSCBffTMATIOH FOE COBALT SULPHIDE JHHBRAKB 
JSleotrolyte 
Concentration 0^/0^ 
1/1 x 10*1 
5 x 10~V5 x 10~2 
1 at 10~1/1 x 10~2 
5 x 10~2/5 x 10*3 
1 x 10~2/1 x 10"3 
5 x 10~3/5 x 10"4 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10~4 
{mi/D 
KC1 
0.08 
0.12 
0.32 
0.42 
0.60 
0.62 
0.64 
Had 
0.22 
0.26 
0.45 
0.50 
0.57 
0.58 
0.60 
LiCl 
0.06 
0.17 
0.21 
0.34 
0.60 
0.64 
0.66 
M4C1 
0*02 
0.04 
0.14 
0.24 
0.52 
0.56 
0.60 
Vide F i g . 2 .22 
TABLE 2 .17 
VALUES Of *>EBI©£LBCTIVITT % OF THE MlQMh SULPHIDB 
HMB&AilB UBXSO VAEZOUB 111 1L1CTK0LTTEB AT DIFF&V.M 
COJSCBMTEATIOir FOR NICKEL SULPHIDB MEHBEAIB 
Electrolyte 
Concentration Cg/C^ 
1/1 x 10"1 
5 x 10*V5 x 10~2 
1 x 10*1 /1 x 10*2 
5 x 10""2/5 x 10* 3 
1 x 10"2/1 x 10*3 
5 x 10*3 /5 x 10"4 
1 x 10*3 /1 x 10**4 
(Mol/1) 
KC1 
0.04 
0.06 
0.36 
0.38 
0.52 
0.62 
0.62 
HaCl 
0.12 
0.14 
0.30 
0.38 
0.55 
0.59 
0.61 
LiCl 
0.17 
0.18 
0.34 
0.42 
0.50 
0.66 
0.66 
HH4Ci 
0.06 
0.10 
0.24 
0.32 
0.52 
0.58 
0.62 
Vide F ig . 2.23 
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TABLE 2 . 1 8 
VALUSS OF BFFBCTITB FIXED CHAR®! DENSITY jtX («<l / l ) 
OBTAINED f&OK KQBATAKB'S PERI^ELECTIVITT METHOD FOE 
VARIOUS KEKBEAHE ELECTROLTTB SYSTEMS AT 25 £ 0 .1°C 
UtttaolfU KC1 HoCl LiCl HH4C1 
Membranes 
Cobalt phoephate 
(*5X) x 1 0 3 , * l / l 4 . 5 3.2 3.2 
Nickel phoephate 
(*X) x 103 # ^ / l 3 .2 3.2 3.2 
Nlokel sulphide 
(rfX) x 10 2 , 9<i/l 2.5 1.0 2.9 3 .8 
(rfX) x 10 2 , eq /1 2.7 1.9 2.5 3 .0 
8 8 
Hore r t w a t ^ t Tasaka et a l . (34) derived an equation 
for the membrane potential existing across a charged mem-
brane. The to ta l aeaoraae potential \ was considered as 
the rai of a diffusion potential l d inside the membrane and 
the eleqtroetatio potential difference* £ # bet wen the 
membrane eurfaoee and the electrolyte eolutione on both 
eidee of the membrane. the diffusion potential «d waa 
obtained by integrating the baeio flow equation for diffu-
sion (34), while the electrostatic potential difference vao 
calculated from the Donnan'e theory. Stated mat hematioally, 
** *
 Bd * Bo (2.14a) 
where 
m% m m, I nr mi ———» £jt • 
d
 \ *<50 (<L • #*X) a • 3_w 
f
 Jf (e. • # ! ) « • c.w 
2
 C_W 
&£ f « . 1 -— d la a- (2.14b) 
* Vf ( C • •**) u • O.w 
and mg - - 1$ aa (-i-^*) (2.14e) 
where a^  and ag ar* the act iv i t ies of the electrolytes on 
the two sides of the membrane, the owsrbar refers to the 
phenomena la the membrane phase. J la the flow of electro* 
89 
lyt« l a the absence of an external e lectr ic f ie ld , the other 
symbols hare their usual significance. On integrating eq. 
(2*14) in the l l a i t of high electrolyte concentration* 
across the membrane» one obtaine the following equation for 
the membrane potential! 
r 
i - — . 
fu 
3mm 
aTOtt(tt * •)& 
t -
• * * * , 
inr 
2R1&.VX o 
. JiTe*! ; If.... \ 
•*XJ (u • • ) 
1
 *S 
4HTC0ttTK 
( « -
*XJ. 
2af$0vi; 
TT ( T - t)C2 (2,15) 
) 
At high electrolyte oonoent rat ions, eq, (2*1$) can bo appro*-
Xlaated by 
-
B
» " V •^%-l> )^ */c2 • ••• r (2.16) 
aquation (2.16) predicts a linear relationship between %m 
and 1/C2 fro* which ffx can be calculated. Plots of £ B versus 
1/°9 f o r tiie B « m b r a n # * •*• represented in iige. 2.24-2.27. 
A set of straight lines in agreement with eq* (2*16) are 
obtained. The values of •*£ derived from the slope of the 
lines are given in Xable 2.19. 
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PLOTS OF MEMBRANE Em (m V) AGAINST f/C2 FOR 
(A) COBALT PHOSPHATE AND (B) NICKEL PHOSPHATE 
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TABLE 2 . 1 9 
VAiUBS OF EFFECTIVE FIX© CHARGE DEH8ITT +X ( e q / 1 ) 
OBTAINED FHOM TASAKA'S MBTBDB FOE VARIOUS KSKBRANI 
ELBCTaOLITB SXSTEJ© AT 25 £ 0 .1°C 
Eleotrolyt* KC1 KaCl L1C1 HH4C1 
i'i«obran«B 
Cobalt phosphate 
(rfX) x 103f oq/1 1.1 1.7 2.0 
Miokel phosphate 
(#*X) x 103 , oq/1 1.1 2.0 2.2 
Cobalt sulphide 
(rfX) x 102f oq/1 2.3 2.7 2.6 4.0 
Nickel sulphide 
(•*X) » 102, •*/! 2.8 1.4 1.5 4.0 
1 0 1 
It i s noted from Tables 2.7. 2.13, 2.16 and 2.19 that 
the charge density of the membrane-electrolyte systems are 
low. Thie la in accordance with our earlier findings of 
diffusion rate studies* Further, the values derived from 
different methods are alaost the flame, A l i t t l e difference 
may be attributed to the different procedures adopted. It 
i s concluded, therefore, that the methods developed reeently 
by Kobataks et a l . and TaeaJta et a l . for the evaluation of 
effective fixed charge density are valid for the ey»t«ss 
under investigation* 
1 i\ <> 
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C H A P T E R I I I 
H « U & A H S E L E C T I V I T Y 
I N I R O B U C I I O J I 
The tota l e lectric potential difference observed under 
sero current flow between two aqueous eolation* separated fey 
a membrane has boon oae of the nost widely characterised 
electrochemical and bielectrio phenomena (1-10), For bio* 
logical membranes the eleotrioal potential difference la 
usually described la terms of Ooldiaan-Hodgkin-iLata (11,12) 
equation whereas for certain ion exchange membranes permea-
ble solely to epecie* of one sign. It la described by a 
generalised Moraot equation* Both Goldman-HodgJcin-Kot z , and 
Kernet equations contain ionic permeability ratio terms. 
depending on the transport mechanism, or the as sumption made 
la the derivation, the permeability ratio has boon given 
various physical meanings aa mobility ratio (13)» ion ex* 
change equilibrium constant (14), the product of the mobility 
ratio and the Donnan ratio (15,16), the product of the mobi-
l i t y ratio and the distribution coefficient ratio (12), the 
product of the mobility ratio and ion exchange equilibrium 
constant (17*16) or the product of the equivalent conductance 
ratio and the ratio of partition coefficients (1 ) . Sandblea 
and £isonman (1,2,19) nave diecussed the significance and 
implications of the observed permeability ratio* Recently 
a number of reviews nave appeared dealing the ion se l ec t i -
vity of membranee (20*22)* 
loo 
The bllonlo and nulti ionic potentials across freshly 
prepared ootext phosphate, nickel phosphate, oob&lt sulphide 
and nioksl sulphide membranes were measured or constructing 
an electrochemical c e l l of the following type, and using a 
Jtye-prcolaion vernier potentiometer. 
8C£ i Electrolyte J Membrane \ Electrolyte j 3CB j Solution IX ; | Solution JX j 
i (•) i $ (•) \ 
» I I I 
For too measurement of e lectrioal conduotiTity, membranes 
were f irs t dipped and equilibrated In an appropriate eleotro-
lyte aolntion. I t was then damped between two half ce l ls 
and measurements vers made as shown in fig* 3 .1 , ueing a con-
duotiTity bridge (Cambridge Instrument Co., Ltd., England). 
The error in the measurements of membrane potential was 
within ± \fr whereas e lectr ical conductivity oould be measured 
to better than 99.55*. 
n s o o s s i o i 
When an Ion exchange sembrane is interposed between 
two solutions of the same electrolyte, but of different con-
centrations, the potential difference developed Is oalled 
the concentration potential or the membrane potential* The 
sign and magnitude of this smf gives the sslsetivity of the 
C onductivity 
^znr?nr~*-\\ Bridge \Vxns-tnrair~ 
Hg Hg 
Membrane 
FIG. 3.1 
CELL FOR MEASURING ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY 
10? 
aeabrane towards the lone of tas electrolyte. But i f ths 
sseabrans i s used to separate solution of the two electro-
lyte* of the typo IX and JX (or lx and l y ) , the steady 
potest i s l developed i s called biionie potential (BIP) (23) 
which i s a measure of the se lect iv i ty of the membrane for 
ions of the sans sign. BIP has been considered by lielf-
ferioh (17) in accordance with the conoepts of the TK3 
theory (15,16), as being the algebraic sua of two inter-
facial potentials and aa internal diffusion potential* A 
complete mathematical discussion under conditions! (a) aem-
brane diffusion control, (b) film diffusion control and 
(o) ooupled membrane f i l a diffusion control has been pre-
sented (17). for a general oase involving oonplst* membrane 
diffusion control, the BIP for counterions i s given by 
1 - | f in V i V^e/SjaJ J^t] - § la [ y W y 
V3 ^ (3.1) 
where a|/a", \/Vy \ J )>« are the ratio of the ac t iv i t i e s , 
diffusion coefficients, and the activity coefficientB of 
the counterions i and J respectively. Ovsrbars refer the 
phenomena in the nsasrans phase, K, T, Z and F have their 
usual meanings, Using the Kinstsin's relation V± « UjRf 
and the generalised Nemet equation in which the penaeabi-
l i t y ratios are independent of external electrolyte sola-
1 U j 
tion* (14,24), equation (5.1) reduoes to the font 
1 
: f, 
X. 
_*» If J l flu 
a | P t 
a3 f4 
(5.2) 
•quation (5.2) give* 
(3.5) 
3 
this •quation has also been derived cost recently by 
iiandblom and lineman (19) from thermodynamic treatment for 
fixed Bite membrane* which impliee that the permeability 
ratio ifl, quite generally, related to the ion exchange equi-
librium constant Kj, and the ratio of mobilitiee of the 
cr i t ica l lone. Further, using the noi l known relation 
J " Al/ A | 
equation (5.5) gives 
Vj K n (5.4) 
where ;NjL la the conductivity of the membrane when i t 1 . 
wholly in 1 fora and ^ la the conductivity of the nenbrant 
when i t i s wholly in the j fora. 
The quantity £j/$< i» considered truely a membrane 
property ( t9 ) . I t ie independent of the changes made in 
the act iv i t ies a^ and a, of the external solution, fhue i t 
IDD 
i s apparent from eq.. (3.2) that a plot of log » t against 
potential for a constant a. should give a straight l ino. 
Similarly a straight lino should be obtained i f a, i s varied 
and a. i s kept oo net ant. Both those linos should show poten-
t i a l changes of ST/F or 59.2 at 25°C for each tenfold change 
in activity when membranes are separating t t l electrolytes. 
Accordingly BXP across cobalt and nickel phosphate as well 
as sulphide parchment supported membranes were determined 
for various electrolyte pairs, v i a . , KaCl-LiCl, KCl-tfaCl, 
and KCX-LiCl, talcing the concentration of one of the electro-
lyte constant (0.05K) and varying the concentration of the 
other electrolyte between 0.001M to 0.05*U In the second 
set of experiment the concentration of the other electrolyte 
was kept constant (0«0$H) and the concentration of the f irs t 
electrolyte was varied• The biionic potentials thus obssrved 
were plotted against logarithm of the mean aolal activity. 
Two sets of straight l ines in accordance with the expectation 
of eq, (3.2) are obtained (Figs. 3*2*3.5). The straight 
l ines oonflra the views of Hicoleky end £lssnman (14,24) 
that the permeability ratios are Independent of external 
solution condition© (14,24). In order to derive the values 
of the permeability rat io , these straight l ines were exten-
ded to out the activity axis at aero potential. Thus two 
sets of a t and a, values for which potential J£ was aero 
were obtained* At sero potential the ratio a . /a , was equal 
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FIG. 3.5 
PLOTS OF BtIONIC POTENTIAL E ( mV ) AGAINST 
110 
to ^ / ^ j . The values of 2^/2* derived in this way tor tha 
mesbraaas and different electrolyte pains are ae followsi 
phOBphate aesibranai 
$Z+fiB9+ • 1«72t ?JL*/*x,i* " 1 # 5 0 f *inV*U* " 1 # 3 6 f 0 r B l c t e l 
phosphate membrane; 
*X*^Sa* * 2 # l » *K*/*Li* • 1*6* %a*/*U* • 1 # 2 tQT e o b a X t 
eulphide aeabrane; and 
^W*W " 2,2» ^• /^u* " 1,4» ^laV^U* * 1#5 f o r n lok*1 
eulphide membrane. Tha values of $«/^4 a1** generally low 
vhlch point towards the fact that tha membranes are rela-
t ively nore iabibed in aa equilibrium water content (27). 
Tha values of tha lntraaenbrana permeability ratio also tmtw 
to tha se lect iv i ty aequeneo of tha meabranee for tha cations 
ae followst 
K* ) «a* > U* 
This order of selectivity on tha basis of the Eiaennan-
Sherry nodal of membrane selectivity (24*26) point towarda 
tha weak field strength of tha charge groups attached to 
tha membrane matrix. This is in accordance of our earlier 
findings (5-5) of charge density (charge density -- 10~5 eq/1) 
determinations of tha membranes. 
Biionle potential measurements were also carried out 
in 
by interposing the membrane between tvo different electrolyte 
solution* at the same concentration. The BIP values were low 
vhen the membrane was used to separate concentrated electro-
lyte solutions whereas it increased with decreasing salt eon* 
centrations fables 3.1*3*4 and depicted in Figs. 3.6-3.9 
against log C. The permeability ratio Jj/?* calculated from 
theos BIP values using eq. (3.2)were seen to be concentration 
dependent (Tables 3.5-3.6). This behavior vas seen with 
all the four membranes and different electrolyte pairs. The 
variation in fill caused by the changes produced in the per-
meability ratio may be ascribed due to structural changes 
produced at the membrane-solution interfaces. Parchment 
supported inorganic precipitate membranes contain exchange-
able groups as part of its structure which may account for 
its negative charge. The exchangeable cations will be tr-
io aove in the pores. Within the pores there will be a 
diffuse ionic atmosphere from the charged vail. Since the 
membrane under investigation carry low elte densities 
(charge density 1 x 10~* eq/1), anion enehroaehment into 
the membrane seems to be the most probable phenomena. The 
thickness of the atmosphere depends upon the electrolyte 
concentration. In rery dilute solutions of electrolyte• the 
thickness becomes so great that only cations are present in 
the pores ana the membrane becomes impermeable to anions, a 
condition necessary for the derivation of eq. (3*2) with 
1 
TABLB 3*1 
BXFEJUJIBHTAL VALUES OF BIIONIC POTENTIAL E (»?) ACROSS 
COBALT PHQ8J?HATB KBKBEAflB k? 25 £ 0 .1 °C 
E l e c t r o l y t e KCl-NaCl KC1-L1C1 
Concentration (Mo1/1) 
1 
5 
2 
1 
5 
2 
1 
10"1/1 
10"2/5 
lO~2/2 
10~2/1 
10~3/5 
10*3/2 
10~3/1 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10 -1 
10' - 2 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
- 2 
-2 
«~
3 
-3 
2.4 
2.6 
6.7 
6.3 
13.3 
10.9 
19.8 
Vide Fig. 
TAJBLB 5 . 
3.6 
2 
- 4 .5 
- 2.5 
- 0 .9 
2 .6 
5.1 
12.4 
18.5 
Na5l-UCl 
- 4 . 2 
•2 .5 
0.6 
1.0 
3.5 
8.3 
9.8 
fimkilliENTAL VALUB3 OF BIIOHIC POTENTIAL £ (mV) ACROSS 
filCKBL PHOSPHATE MBMBEAliS AT 25 • 0.1 °C 
Electrolyte J t c W c i XC1-L1C1 
Concentration (Jtol/D 
KJ6I-UCI 
1 
5 
2 
1 
5 
2 
1 
10*Vl 
10~2/5 
10*2 /2 
10~2/1 
lO- 3 /5 
10*3 /2 
10~3/1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
-1 
•2 
-2 
r2 
,-3 
-3 
-3 
2.5 
4.5 
6.3 
8.6 
11.6 
19.1 
19.8 
- 5.9 
- 2.7 
- 0.3 
2.6 
3.5 
9.5 
16.0 
• 3.3 
• 2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
4.2 
10.1 
13.4 
Tide Fig. 3.7 
• Side taken as pos i t ive 
** Side taken aa negative 
TABLE 3 . 3 
IXPB&XiffiKTAl VALUSS OF BIIONIC POTENTIAL S (a?) ACROSS 
COBALT SULPHIDE KBMBEAM AT 25 £ 0.1°C 
Electrolyte 
Concentration (Ho l /D 
1 x 1(T1 /1 x 10~1 
5 x to"2/5 x tO""2 
2 x 1(T 2 /2 x 10~2 
1 x 10"2 /1 x 10~2 
5 x 10*3 /5 x 10~3 
2 x 10~3/2 x 10~3 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10* 3 
KCl-RaCl 
6.5 
7.2 
8.5 
10.4 
11.5 
12.2 
15.4 
KCl-LiCX 
0.4 
1.5 
2.6 
6.5 
7.2 
8.3 
10.8 
HaCl-LiCl 
5.6 
7.5 
10.1 
15.5 
17.6 
21.6 
23.5 
Vid© P i g . 3 . 8 
TABL£ 5 . 4 
EJLPB&IHKHTAL YALUSS OF BIIONIC POTKHTIAL 8 (»Y) ACROSS 
HICKEL SULfEIDE KUtfi&AKl AT 25 1 0 .1 °C 
Electrolyte 
Concentration {ho 1/1) 
1 x 10~1/1 x 10*1 
5 x lO~2 /5 x 10~2 
2 x 10~2/2 x 10~2 
1 x 10~2/1 x 10* 2 
5 x 10~3/5 x 10*3 
2 x 10~3/2 x 10~3 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10~3 
KCl-SaCl 
7.4 
8.5 
10.5 
14.5 
15.0 
15.8 
16.3 
KCl-LiCl 
1.6 
3.5 
4.8 
7.4 
8.4 
10.4 
11.7 
NaCl-LlCl 
5.2 
5.4 
8.1 
19.0 
20.0 
21.5 
22.0 
fid* fig. 5*9 
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TABUS 3 . 5 
VALUJ& Of THE IhTxiAKKKBtiANB VERMKABILITY HATIO OF VARIOUS 
111 BLECiaOLITK ION PAIBS ACROSS COBALT PHOSPHATE MfiWMAHJB 
i i lec t ro i j r t * ( Ion pair) 
Concentration (Mol/1) 
1 x 10*1/1 * NT1 
5 x 10~2/5 x 10*2 
2 x 10~2/2 x 10~2 
t x 1<T2/1 x 10*2 
5 x lO~3/5 x 10*3 
2 x 10"3/2 x 10*3 
1 x 10*3/1 » 10~3 
W 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.3 
1.7 
2.1 
2.2 
V^id* 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.6 
1.9 
W/V 
0.8 
0.9 
1.1 
1.1 
1.2 
1.4 
1.5 
TABLS 3 . 6 
VALUES 0? THB IMTHAHiiMttUiiE PIBJtl ABILITY HATIO OF VARIOUS 
111 EUSCTiiOLTTE IQM PAIBS AC&083 MICHEL PHOSPHATE MJStANE 
Eloetroljrto ( i o n pa ir ) Vg+fifa* ^ K ^ L i * % a * ^ L i * 
Concentration (Mol/1) 
1 x 1<f1/1 « 10~1 
5 x 10~2/5 x 1<T2 
2 x 10~2/2 x 10~2 
1 x 10~2/1 x 1<T2 
5 x 10*3/5 x 10~3 
2 x 1(T3/2 x 10*3 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10~3 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.6 
2.1 
2.2 
0.9 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.1 
1.5 
1.8 
0.8 
0.9 
1.1 
1.1 
1.2 
1.4 
1.7 
lid 
TABLB 3 . 7 
VALUi© OF ThK iMTEAMJiKiidABB i»MMSA£XLIT¥ KATIO 07 VAKI0U3 
1*1 fiUfCTKOLITB IOti PAllS AC&GSS COBALT SULPHXDB KBKBilAflB 
£Xtet*oljrt« ( I o n pa ir ) $%+/$$,+ ^ K * / * ! ! * *N**^Li* 
Concentration ( H o l / D 
1 x NT 1 / * x 10~1 
5 x 10"2/5 x NT 2 
2 x 10"2/2 x 1<T2 
1 x 10"2/1 x 10"2 
5 x 10"3/5 x 10"3 
2 x 10"3/2 x 10"3 
1 x 10"3/1 * *0~5 
1.2 
1.2 
1.4 
1.7 
2.0 
2.1 
2.3 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.5 
1.9 
2.2 
2.4 
TABLE 3 . 6 
VALUES OF THR ISTKAKmBliANE PEitKKABILITT RATIO OF VAHIQUB 
111 KLECTHOLITB XOH FAlJiS ACROSS MCK8L 3UNHIDE M -^iBdANB 
B l o o t r o l y t * ( i o n pair ) ^ / % a * ^ i ^ u * ^ H a ^ L i * 
Conoantratlon (Mol / l ) 
1 x 10*Vl x 10"1 
5 x 10"2/5 x 10"2 
2 x 10^/2 x 10"2 
1 x 10"2/1 x 10"2 
5 x 10"3/5 x 10~3 
2 x 10"3/2 x 10"3 
1 x 10"3/1 x 10"3 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.7 
1.8 
1.8 
1.9 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.9 
2.1 
2.3 
2.3 
4 < ft 
i l l ) 
constant permeability ratio* Thue the beet data on ?j/^j 
i s that from the most dilute solutions* It may, therefore, 
be concluded that the existence of an expression for E with 
constant permeability ratios cannot be characteristic of 
a l l the membranes but i s restricted to oertain physical 
situations, most notably those in which a membrane i s per-
meable only to species of one sign. This i s in agreement 
with the mathematical treatment advanced by Sandblom and 
Elsenman (19). 
In order to havs a knowledge of se lect ivity K .^ from 
the predetermined values of ^ A V the ratio of electrical 
conductivities 7 ^ / " A I ** osmaadsd by eq. (3.4) must be 
known. Membrane conductance measurements were carried out 
when i t was wholly in the form i or wholly in the form j . 
The values of membrane conductance at various electrolyte 
concentration are given in Tables 3.9-3.12. The values are 
relatively more dependent upon the concentration of the 
electrolyte within the membrane as shown in f igs . [3.10-3*13]. 
This implies that the membranes have a relatively high 
Donnan uptake on anion and a low se lect iv i ty constant value. 
This i s in agreement with the findings of Heymann and 
&abimov (28), Spiegler et s i . (29) and our own findings 
with ion exchange membranes (3*10). The values of se lec t i -
vity ^ . evaluated from the ratio of e lectr ical conducti-
v i t i e s X j / ~x* *»* the Intramsmbrane permeability ratio 
1 
TABLE 3 . 9 
EXPBRIKBUTAL VALUES OF WMBBLABS BLECTKICAL COHDUCTANCB X 1 0 3 
{mQB) ACROSS COBALT J?HOS£HATJ8 KSKBUgiS AT 25 •, 0 . 1 ° C 
j£l*et*otyt« 
Conotntration (Hol/D 
KC1 NaCl L iCl 
1 x 10"Vt « 10"4 
5 x 10*2/5 x 10""2 
2 x 10"2/2 x 10 - 2 
1 x 10*2/t x 10*2 
5 x 10*3/5 x 10~3 
2 x 10*3/2 x 10~3 
1 x 10*3/1 x 10"' 
0*54 
0.96 
1.59 
2.4$ 
3.10 
3.50 
4.30 
0.52 
0.85 
1.52 
2.35 
2.94 
3.41 
4.15 
0.37 
0.62 
1.13 
1.63 
1.92 
2.45 
2.77 
f id# Fig. 3.10 
TABLS 3.10 
BXFSEIMBBTAL YAUJSS OF MBMBRAlil BLBCTRICAL COMXJCTAXCB x 10' 
(MH09) ACROSS NICKEL PH0Si»HATB KSHfiEASS AT 25 «; 0 . 1 ° C 
£l»ctroljrt« 
Concentration (Mol/1) 
1 x 1Q*1/1 * 10*1 
5 x 10*2/5 x 10*2 
2 x 10"2/2 x 10~2 
1 x 10~2/1 x 10"2 
5 x 10*3/5 x 10~3 
2 x 10*3/2 x 10~3 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10~3 
J C C 1 
0.56 
0.77 
1,28 
2.12 
3.90 
5.00 
5.70 
Had 
0.47 
0.62 
1.02 
1.63 
2.80 
3.12 
3.25 
LiCl 
0.43 
0.54 
0.85 
1.39 
2.43 
2.56 
2.63 
VIA* Fi«. 3.11 
l i t o 
TABLB 3.11 
SXWttOJUSJiTAi* VALU8B OF KSMB&A*iB ELSCTHICAL COHIKJCTAflCE (i-iHOb) 
AGEOSS COBALT SULPHIDE ttBHBHAKiS FOE MOHOVALMT ELBCIEOLTTSB 
A* 25 t 0«1°C 
* l » o t r o l y t « KC1 BaCI LiCl 
Coaotntrat loa ( t to l /1) 
1 x !0~V* » W 1 0.68 x 10"2 0.77 x 10*2 0.67 x 10~2 
5 x tO-2 /? x 10* 2 0.64 x 10~2 0.48 x 10~2 0.40 x 10~2 
2 x 10*"2/2 x 10~2 0.34 x 10*2 0.25 x 10~2 0.20 x 10~2 
1 x 10~2/1 x 10~2 2.50 x 10~3 1.50 x 10~3 1.50 x 10~3 
5 x 10~3/5 x 10~3 2.30 x 10~3 1.35 x 10~3 1.30 x 10~3 
2 x 10* 3 /2 x 10~3 1.60 x 10*3 0.90 x 10~3 0.85 x 10"*3 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10*3 1.10 x 10~3 0.60 x 10~3 0.55 x 10~3 
Vid« F i g . 3*12 
TABLE 3*12 
BUmiMJifiTAL VALUS3 0? KEKBKAMB ELECTRICAL COBSUCTAIiCfi (MHOS) 
ACROSS HICKJBL SULPHIDE KEHSftAHS FOR M0»07ALEffT ELBCTRQLTT88 
Af 25 X 0 .1°C 
£l«ctrol jrt« £01 HaCl LiCl 
Conwntration (Mol/D 
1 x I O * V l x 10*1 0.44 x 10*1 0.38 x 10*1 0.33 x 10"1 
5 x 10"2 /5 x 10*2 0.40 x 10~1 0.30 x 10"1 0.25 x 10"*1 
2 x 10~2/2 x 10*2 1.50 x 10~2 1.30 x 10~2 0.99 x 10*2 
1 x 10*2 /1 x 10*2 1.15 x 10~2 0.68 x 10*2 0.65 x 10*2 
5 x 10~3/5 x 10"*3 0.68 x \Q~2 0.48 x 10*2 0.38 x 10~2 
2 x IO~3 /2 x 10*3 0.50 x 10*2 0.43 x 10*2 0.40 x 10*2 
1 x 10~3/1 x I P * 3 2.58 x 10"3 2.50 x 10~3 2.30 x 10""3 
?id« Fig. 3.13 
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FIG. 3.12 
PL0T5 OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTANCE [MHOS ) 
AGAINST -LOG C FOR (A) COBALT SULPHIDE AND 
(B) NICKEL SULPHIDE MEMBRANES 
119 
P./!, using eq. (3*4) are given la Tables 5.13-5.16. 
»i— ^——. - - . . . - — 
Yity of the membranes increase with tat decrease la the 
concentration of the external electrolyte eolations. 
A number of methods (20*22,30,39) hare beta suggested 
for the determination of potentiometrie selectivity eo net ant 
Ki? tuiiag mixture of electrolytes oa the two sides of the 
membrane and measuring the potential developed serosa it. 
the general equation for membrane potential (eq. 3.5) ia aa 
eleotrochemioal cell of the type 
Electrolyte SolatioaC) 
(i • 4) 
Membrane Electrolyte Solutioa(") 
i or J or (i • i) 
has been derived following the tenets of fixed charge theory 
of membrane potential and by integrating the Hernet Piaak 
flax equation for diffusion (16). 
i . a|£ *»\yt)y* • ujf*/11] /\i*l)yn • uff *p Kn (3.5) 
ff ^ h where KJJ* • & {fSjO^) 
I f a « 1 and the concentration oa side (") are held constant, 
•q. (3*5) oaa be written aa 
B - const. • 9f l a [ a t • (**•* a J 1 (3.6) 
Various aspects of «qe. (3.5) and (3.6) have been discussed 
1 !>() 
I U U 
TABLE 3 * U 
maam OF THE SELECTIVITY K ^ ( ^ 1 / K J J EVALUATED FUG* 
I&tKAKKftB&AHB tfERMEABILITT KATIO AiSD THE HATIO OF ELBCTittCAL 
COBDOCTIVITIBS AT VARIOUS ELECTROLYT E CON CKN THAT IONS FQ& 
COBALT **H08i»iiATB flmBUAHE 
s«itctiYity 
Concentration iHol/D 
«S a* *TA& K LiHa 
1 x 1<T1/t x 10*1 
5 x tO*2/? x to*2 
2 x l O * 2 ^ x 10*2 
1 x 10^/1 x 10"2 
5 x 10*5/5 x 10"5 
2 x 10*3/2 x 1C~3 
1 x 10*3/1 » 1Q"3 
1.06 
1.10 
1.24 
1.25 
1.60 
2.08 
2.09 
0.57 
0.58 
0.71 
0.73 
0.76 
1.13 
1.25 
0.60 
0.65 
0.72 
0.72 
0.74 
0.99 
1.05 
TABLE 3*14 
VALORS OF THE SELBCTXVITT E ^ ( ^ 1 / x ^ J EVALUATED FROM 
IETBAftEMBBAfiE PERMEABILITY RATIO AMI) THE it AT 10 OF ELECTRICAL 
COKDUCTIYITIKS OF VARIOUS ELECTROLYTE OOHCEETRATIOBB FOE 
8ICXEL PHOSPHATE HEKBKA1E 
S e l e c t i v i t y X j ^ 
Concentration (ftol/1) 
* LiK *LiMa 
1 x 10 - , /1 » 10*1 
5 x 10^/5 x 10*2 
2 x 10"'2/2 x 10*2 
1 x 10"2/1 x 10*2 
5 x 10"3/5 x 10*5 
2 x 10*3/2 x 10*3 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10~3 
0.90 
0.95 
1.00 
1.10 
1.12 
1*24 
1.25 
0.65 
0.62 
0.66 
0.71 
0.72 
0.73 
0.97 
0.68 
0.92 
0.98 
0.99 
1.00 
1.14 
1.16 
1 9 1 
JL tw i . 
TABL8 3 . 1 5 
VAmm OF 8SLECTIYITT K . 1 ( ^ V & j J EVALUATED FROM INfRA-
MUtB&AMB PSRMSABILITY RATIO AHD THE RATIO OF ELECTRICAL 
COSLUCTIVITIKSFOK VARIOUS BLECTROLYTS CONCKHTRATIOWS FOE 
COBALT SULPHIDE ttiSKBRA&E 
i>#l«otivity Ejj^ Kj^ jr K^jjj 
Concentration (Moi/D 
$ x 10*2/5 x 10*2 
2 x 10^/2 x 10~2 
1 x 10*2/1 * KT 2 
5 x 10*5/5 x 10*3 
2 x 10*3/2 x 10~3 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10~3 
1.01 
0.94 
1.03 
1.15 
1.20 
1.20 
1.27 
0.80 
0.61 
0.64 
0.80 
0.72 
0.76 
0.74 
0,96 
0.96 
1.04 
1.15 
1.60 
2.00 
2.20 
TABLE 5 , 1 6 
VAIIJBB OF SBLBOfI?ITT *„ { v 1 / X j J EVALUATED FROM IBTEA-
mmmAU& PBRKIABILITT RATIO AND THE RATIO OF ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITIBBFOft VARIOUS KLBCTROLYTfi COHOSHTRATIOHS FOE 
HIQKBL SULPHIDE MBKB&A&E 
S ^ e t i T t t y ^ £ ^ « ^ 
Concentration (KoX/A) 
1 x 10~!/1 x 10~1 
5 x 10~2/5 x 10"2 
2 x 10*2/2 x 10~2 
1 x 10*2/1 x 10*2 
5 x 10"3/5 x 10~3 
2 x 10*3/2 x 10~3 
1 x 10~3/1 x 10*3 
1.13 
1.06 
1.30 
1.04 
1.20 
1.55 
1,80 
0.60 
0.71 
0.80 
0.77 
0.79 
1.18 
1.40 
1.03 
1.00 
1.00 
1.36 
1.72 
2.08 
2,09 
1 9 9 
1 <v u 
and reviewed by Lakehalnarayanalah (36,39). Equation (3*6) 
has been used in three different way© for the evaluation of 
potentiometric se lect iv i ty constant K^.. 
In the f irst method electrical potential across the 
electrochemical c e l l , containing both the primary lone ( i . e . 
i and J) on the aid* (•) and only one type of the ion on the 
other aide (") ( i . e . , a, * 0 and i * 1) , ia measured. For 
this condition eq. (3.6)reduces to 
Bt « «° • ( ^ ) la a t (3.7) 
In another experiment the other ion (i.e., J - 2) ia taken 
on the side (") (i.e.,^i • 0). The eq* (3*7) reduoee to 
for the condition a1 • a2, eqe. (3.7) and (3.3) give at 
25°C, the relation 
log KfJ* - i2 - K, / 59.2 (3.9) 
She value* of *£?* derived by thia method (37,36) using 
eq. (3.9) oobalt and nickel phosphate and sulphide membranes 
are given in Sable 3.17. 
In the seoond method (31,36,37) the potentials are 
measured as ia the first method but the concentrations of 
the solution of ion i as veil as that of ion J on the side 
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(") ars varied and the suooassivs potentials B1 •••, and 
E 2 ... are neasured. A pair of plots (Figs. 3.14-3.17) 
between Bf Tarsus a^ as vail as Bg versus a2 are dravn. 
Mow ths oonoentratlon of Ion 1 and of ths solution of ion j 
are »o chosen that 8« - 8 2 # than sas. (3.7) and (3.8) giro 
*iT " *t/a2 O,t0) 
Ths valus of *ff thus derived for ths ms-brans. using 
various 1i1 electrolyte combinations are given in Table 3*17* 
In method third (31, 36-38) both tha primary ions on 
ths aids (") aro utilised ia tha toot solution instead of 
only out ion used ia methods first and second. Tha poten-
tial £* developed aoross tha soil for this typo of eye tea, 
aooordiag to •*• (3*6) is given by 
B# - & + «£ ia (a, • ijj* ag) (3.11) 
ooabining eqe. (3*7) sad (3*It) we hat* 
B* - %% « y la ( *l * y *8 ) (3.12) 
which oa rearraagenent givee aa explicit expression for 
* 4 
sxp 
(B - SJF 
R* 
liiU-j *1 • *2 /a- *f$* (3.13) 
Equation (3.13) prediets a linear relationship 
^ 
8 
c 
O 
o 
u 
/ 2 J / 2 3 
-log a 
FIG. 3.14 FIG.3. 15 
PLOTS OF ELECTRICAL POTENCIAL (m V )AGAINST -LOG a FCR (A)COBALT 
PHOSPHATE AND (B) NICKEL PHOSPHATE MEMBRANES 
o K % L r* / K * 
A Na**Lt*/Na + 
(A) 
* K++Na+/No + 
$> K++L,*/Li 
A No+ + Li*/Li* 
FIG. 3.16 
FIG. 3.1 7 
PLOTS OF ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL (m V ) 
AGAINST -LOG a FOR (A) COBALT SULPHIDE AND 
IB) NICKEL SULPHIDE MEMBRANES 
between { \ ^ ••"] a1 - a 2 and a2 [pi**. 3.18-3.21 J , tha 
elope of wnioh givea the value of tf*. The value* of K^* 
derived la this way for oobelt, nickel phosphate and »ul-
phida membranea using different 1»1 eleotrolyte eolations 
ara given la Tool* 3*17* 
Parchment supported cobalt, niokal phoaphata and enl-
phlda membranes In oontaot vita rsxioua 1*1 eleetrolytee ara 
tame oonaidarad aa homogeneoue membrane elemente with charged 
rigid oapllary etruotura or gel* having A diameter largo aa 
oompared to the thioknees of tha electrical doubla layer at 
tha walla (14*16) in aooordance with tha classical fixed 
charge theory of Teorell (15)» Mayor and Slevere (16), bo li-
ner (40), Oregor (41), Seaaid (42)» lobatatee at al. (43-46) 
and Taaaka at al* (47), etc. Flow of eleotrolyte by diffu-
sion, beoauae of tha presence of a not charge on tha son* 
brane gives rise to membrane potential which regulates the 
flow of electrolyte by increasing tha epeed of alow moving 
Ion and alao by decreaaing tha epeed of tha foot moving ion* 
The electrical doubla layer at the membrane eolation inter-
face seems to control tha Ion permeation aa suggested by 
n a n and Ting (48) for bilayer membranes and our ova find-
inga with inorganic precipitate membranes* Perfect JDonnea 
exclueion of oolona la realised in tha dilute limit of tha 
external solution and that the eelectivity sequence of tha 
nembranea for alkali metal cations is K* > Na+ > Li+. 
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PLOTS OF exp C ( E* - E,) / R J J 0.1 - 0 • I AGAINST 
a2Xl03FOR (A) COBALT PHOSPHATE AND 
(B) NICKEL PHOSPHATE MEMBRANES 
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Lu 
FIG. 3.20 
FIG. 3.21 
PLOTS OF exp C (E *-Ej )/RT J 0.1-0.1 AGAINST 
a
 2 X 103 FOR IA ) COBALT SULPHIDE AND 
( B) NICKEL SULPHIDE MEMBRANES 
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